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A COMPARISON OF SELECTED SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
BLACK POLICEMEN IN A NORTHERN AND A SOUTHERN CITY
Explanatory Statement*
The two Police Departments from which samples were
taken for the study were Newark, New Jersey, and Atlanta,
Georgia. These two cities--as do their Police Departments--
have similarities and contrasts. These two cities were
selected because of their similar urban character, common
social problems and the fact that both have had civil dis¬
turbances. The researcher feels that this explanatory
statement is necessary in order to facilitate the reader's
understanding of the total study and to familiarize, where
necessary, him with the two cities. This statement should
also give the reader some idea of common and unique problems
that face a black policeman in these two cities.
Newark is the hub of the industrial area of North¬
eastern New Jersey. It is the state's largest city and a
very important port. Newark lies on the shore of Newark
Bay at the mouth of the Passaic River. Railways, subways,
and bus lines connect Newark with New York City which is
about eight miles east. A ring of suburban cities and towns
^Sources of the data in this statement is U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United States
Census of Population: 1960, Vol. I., and Area Measurement
Reports, GE-20 Ser.
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lies around Newark. These suburbs include Montclair, Glen
Ridge, Bloomfield, Maplewood, Belleville, Nutley, Irvington,
Caldwell, Orange, and East, West, and South Orange. The
Industrial neighbors of Newark are Elizabeth, Bayonne,
Passaic, Hoboken, East Newark, and Patterson. Jersey City
is about four miles east of Newark. Port Newark, located
on the west bay, is a shipping terminal that handles world¬
wide trade. Newark has several of the nation's leading
electrical goods plants. Its nineteen insurance companies
make it rank second in the volume of life insurance business.
Other important products are paint and varnish, leather
goods, steel bearings, malt liquors, machinery, jewelry,
hats, electrical apparatus, clothing, furs, enamelware,
trunks, bags, tobacco, and coal tar.
Newark is the seat of Essex County. The Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area Includes Essex, Morris and
Union Counties and in 1960 had a population of 1,689,420.
The city ranks with Atlanta in population size with an
estimated 500,000 people. In 1960, about 35 per cent or
140,000 of the city's population was black. However, this
percentage has increased since that time and some sources
estimate that it has surpassed the 50 per cent mark. In
1960, the City of Newark was 24 square miles with a density
of 16, 814 persons per square mile. It has 13 miles of
waterfront.
Iv
On July 1, 1954, Newark abandoned the Commission form
of government established in 1917 and adopted a Charter form
of the Mayor-Council type. Executive power is exercised by
the Mayor, administrative power is vested in an appointed
business administrator, and legislative power is exercised
by the Council.
Also important to Newark is its educational institu¬
tions. They include the state-supported Newark College of
Engineering, New Jersey College of Pharmacy, The State
University of New Jersey, divisions of Rutgers University,
and divisions of Seaton Hall University.
Atlanta is the capital city of Georgia and the state's
largest city. It is located in the northcentral part of the
state about eight miles south of the Chattahooche River,
lying mostly in Fulton County. It is the financial and com¬
mercial capital of the Southeast as well as the transportation
and communication centre of the region. Atlanta is also an
important distributing, manufacturing, educational, and
medical centre. Besides being the regional headquarters
for most business and industrial concerns of national scope,
it serves as the seat of most of the activity of the federal
government in the Southeast.
It is the most populous city between Washington, D.C.
and New Orleans, Louisiana, and it is the centre of a large
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area comprising Clayton,
Cobb, DeKalb, Fulton, and Gwinnett Counties. It encompasses
V
the cities of Marietta, Decatur, College Park, and Hapeville.
In 1960, Atlanta ranked as the nation’s twenty-fourth largest
city. Its present population is estimated to be about
500,000 and the SMSA population about 1,215,000. It is
estimated that about 40 per cent or 200,000 of the city's
population is black. The city is about 136 square miles
with a density of nearly 3,587 people per square mile.
Unlike most large cities, Atlanta is not located
near a major body of water or navigable stream which is one
of the important Influences in the development of its distinc¬
tive character.
From its beginning, the government of Atlanta has been
of the Unicameral type with a Mayor and Aldermen. Two Aider-
men are selected from each of the eight wards. Since 1938,
the powers of the Mayor over appointments and finance have
increased considerably. In 1950, a study commission reported
an eight-point plan of improvement which was approved in a
referendum in Fulton County on June 28, 1950. In 1951, the
General Assembly passed a series of acts embodying the prin¬
cipal features of the plan which laid the basis for coordi¬
nation of city and county activities.
Atlanta is the largest railroad centre in the South.
Although it ranks first in the South as a distributing centre,
it has become increasingly important in industry. Atlanta
serves as the home of Coca-Cola. The more important manu¬
facturers include textiles, chemicals, furniture, food, iron
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and steel products, aircraft, and automobiles. A number of
colleges, universities, and public schools serve the area.
Also important is the fact that Atlanta has the largest black
educational centre in the United States. This centre is
comprised of Atlanta University, Clark College, Interdenomina¬
tional Theological Center, Morehouse College, Morris Brown




Ever since man appeared on the face of the earth, he
has been controlled by one form of sanction or another and
he has been protected by other men in one way or another.
In the beginning, presumably, the type of sanctions and the
form of protections were usually unorganized and very in¬
formal. Only in recent centuries have sanctions and the
forms of protection become highly organized and structured.
At present, the maintenance of law and order are
major concerns of modern social systems. Ideally, every
system of government—whether at the national, state, county,
or city level—must have a permanent, organized system of
police as a principal aspect of promoting law and order.
The word police is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as "a
body of men officially instituted, or employed, to keep
order, enforce regulations, or maintain a political or
1
ecclesiastical system." A closer scrutiny of this defini¬
tion will show how comprehensive and versatile the duties
allotted to such a body must be, and how large an area of
the conduct and interests of the general public are affected
2
by its activities.
^John Coatman, Police (London: Oxford University
Press, 1959), p. 1.
^Ibid.
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The word "police," (as a concept and practice of the
maintenance of public peace, safety, and seemingly order) has
become also a touchstone for testing the spirit and quality
of the civil administration of a country. In all democratic
countries, especially those whose government is vested in
and is ultimately controlled by the people, police forces
are agents of the law of the land. Their duties and powers
are defined and entrusted to them by law; they are answer-
able in law for their actions. There are, of course, many
differences between police forces. This is particularly
true regarding police powers and procedures both during and
after an investigation with regard to the prosecution of
accused persons, and with regard to the general position of
1
the police under the law of the land.
In countries with totalitarian governments, the duties
and procedures of the police are somewhat different. These
differences may be summarized by saying that the position of
the police as agents of the law, and the Independence of the
judiciary from any arbitrary interferences by the executive,
are main bulwarks of the democratic way of life. But in
countries with totalitarian governments, the law and all its
officials, from highest to lowest, are primarily subordinate
agents of the executive government, which makes, alters,
enforces, or departs from the law according to its own
c onvenience.
1
Ibid • 9 p . 3.
3
The comparative statements above may be simplified
by saying that:
In countries with totalitarian governments, the police
are one of the ultimate sanctions of the State, and are
regularly used as such. In countries of democratic
government, the task of the police is to maintain a
state of public order in which there will be no need ^
for the exercise of the ultimate sanctions of the state.
As implied above, the word "police" had, originally,
the widest possible connotation in relation to organized
society, for it was used as a synonym for organized govern¬
ment, and even for civilization itself. As recently as the
mid-nineteenth century, Disraeli could write in his Sybil,
These hovels are...not provided with the commonest con¬
veniences of the rudest police, meaning by "police",
civilization. Also, the word was, and still is, used
occasionally to denote the character of the civil
administration or domestic policy generally of a country,
for example, when we describe a2Country of authoritarian
government as a "police state."
Police systems were first highly organized in Western
Europe. London, England, was the first major metropolis to
Institute an effective functioning system in the form of
night watchmen. From the very beginnings of American police
service, the minions of the law generally were treated as
sinners and expected to behave like saints. The early records
show that abuse, ridicule, suspicion, niggardly wages, sub¬
standard working conditions, and corruptible, degrading
^Ibid. , p . 4.
^Ibid., p. 2.
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political interference were generally the cop's lot in the
1
"good old days," too.
It would be correct to assume that in this country
law and order developed with the country itself. Early
colonists brought to America the basic laws, customs, and
Institutions from the land of their origin. Usually, they
formed militias for defense against external enemies. In
the larger settlements, they took turns on the night watch
that patrolled the town to protect life and property and to
2
keep the peace.
With time, the colonists found the rotating night
watch an onerous chore, and relegated the task to men regu¬
larly employed, and usually paid at a nightly rate. Day
watchers were not instituted in the larger cities until the
nineteenth century. So it was natural, as one could imagine,
that as settlements became more and more urban in character
and population density increased, police problems became
correspondingly complex, both during daylight and darkness.
Social evolution prompted centres of population to reorgan¬
ize their public protective machinery. By the beginning of
the nineteenth century. New York City hired an assortment
of watchmen, fire marshals, and bell ringers to patrol during
the day. The city also paid men to perform a variety of
^Albert Deutsch, The Trouble With Cops (New York:
Crown Publishers, Inc., 1955), p. 107.
2lbid.
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duties, including patrol work, during the dark hours. Phila¬
delphia and Boston, likewise, hired men to work for pay on
a two-platoon public service basis. This was police adminis¬
tration in the 1840*s.
Sir Robert Peel was responsible for organizing the
Metropolitan Police in London. Fifteen years later, in 1844,
the first modern American city police form was established
in New York City by an act of the State Legislature. As
stated earlier, personnel of the two basic shifts--day and
night--were ordered to perform a variety of duties under
the direction of police captains. Soon after the New York
force was established, other police forces similar to it
emerged on the American scene, including forces in Chicago
(1851); Cincinnati and New Orleans (1852); Philadelphia and
1
Boston (1854); and Newark and Baltimore (1857).
The 1850's and the Civil War brought new problems of
social control. Municipal forces sought to meet these by
organizing new branches or divisions and specializing the
force to some extent. This was due largely to the urbaniza¬
tion of centres of population and the incorporation of fringe
areas into suburbs of the hub city, which prompted police
organization to proliferate forces rather than to centralize
or consolidate. Consequently, newly developed fringe cities
^Samuel Chapman, ed.. The Police Heritage in England
And America (East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State Univer¬
sity, 1962), p. 34.
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had their own forces, and rather than improve efficiency, the
trend fostered complex and uncoordinated relationships, com-
partmentalization, and inefficiency.
As a result, today there are over 20,000 separate
and distinct municipal police forces in the United States,
all with similar responsibilities but with limited physical
jurisdiction. The majority of these police forces consist
of from one to five men who render resident deputy-type
police service rather than service as a member of an emer¬
gency oriented, fully organized urban police force. Many
of these men were employed on a part-time basis. A large
proportion was appointed with no attention to their physical
or mental fitness for the work. It is needless to say that
these people were devoid of training, proper supervision,
discipline, or equipment. Contrasted with these are the
forces of many of the thousand or so cities which have all,
or most, of these attributes.
In many cities and towns, police recruitment, disci¬
pline, assignments, and promotions are subject to various
external influences, mostly political and oftimes racial.
The Jacksonian philosophy, which placed spoils in
hands of victors, led politicians to play their parti¬
san game by staffing many of the nation’s police forces
with incompetent personnel as reward for support or
favor; "fixing" arrests or assuring that arrests were
not made at all; and securing Immunity from supervision
of certain establishments or people. With so many
second-rate, low potential, spoils-motivated personnel,
drunkenness, corruption, theft, shake-down, and related
delinquencies hampered the administration of criminal
justice in several cities of America.^
^Ibid., p. 35.
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The unequal administration of justice continues to exist
today.
Reform movements began early, but moved slowly against
the solidly entrenched political untouchables and the status
quo. And, as a result of the reform movements, these ex¬
ternal influences are less evident in American cities today
and are even becoming less so as social change progresses.
This is particularly true of the racial influence. Technically
or legally, these Influences have been discontinued, but due
to custom and tradition, they have tended to remain. Despite
the many shortcomings, the Police Department in American
cities ranks with some of the great cities in the world with
regard to mechanical and scientific equipment.
Since the Newark black policemen are organized into
a viable organization called the Bronze Shields, Inc., this
study shall refer to Newark’s black policemen as the Bronze
Shields. Atlanta's black policemen shall be referred to as
Atlanta's black policemen because, at the time the survey was
taken (July, 1966), there was no viable black policemen's
organization in Atlanta.
Statement of the Problem
In 1959, eight black members of the Newark, New Jersey,
Police Department, feeling the need for organization, but
unable to join any of the existing police clubs due to the
ethnic requirements of each organization, formed the Bronze
Shields, Incorporated. Obviously, the name was chosen with
8
reference to color. The club was formed, however, to pro¬
mote brotherhood among all police officers regardless of
race, creed, or national origin. One of its purposes was
to increase the number of blacks in the police department
and to assist each other in preparation for promotional
examinations.
Many critics of the organizational effort said that
to require members to be black was segregationist and pre¬
judicial thinking. However, it was a fact that blacks were
unable to join any of the organizations where one of the
prerequisites was being of Italian, Polish, Jewish, Irish,
or German heritage. It was concluded that the word black
was the only identification which could be applied to pros¬
pective members of the Bronze Shield organization.
This organizational effort occurred approximately
twelve years after blacks were permitted to serve in sig¬
nificant numbers on the Newark police force. Until about
1947, Newark never had more than one or two black policemen
on the force. Policemen have worked as integrated teams in
Newark for only about ten years. At the time of the survey
on the Bronze Shields, (January, 1968), Newark's police
strength was about 1,300 with authorization for about 1,500.
Approximately 150-160 of these policemen were black.
^Harold Gibson, private interview held during meeting
of the Bronze Shields organization, Newark, New Jersey,
January, 1968.
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In March, 1948, Atlanta employed its first black
policemen. Of the original seven employed, four were still
on the force at the time of this survey. These policemen
worked in segregated units until 1966 when the "night watch"
was reorganized. This was the watch that all black police¬
men worked until that time. In 1966, Atlanta's 67 black
policemen were distributed as follows; 1 lieutenant, 2
sergeants, 12 detectives, and 52 patrolmen. Since 1966, at
least one black policeman has been promoted to the rank of
captain and others upgraded also. The entire force totaled
1
about 76 3 .
The study proposes to describe, characterize, and
compare the membership of the Bronze Shield organization and
Atlanta's black policemen. The researcher decided to do a
thesis on this occupational group after reviewing the litera
ture to see what had been written on black policemen. When
it was discovered that information related to descriptive
characteristics was not available, a problem was formulated.
The researcher was curious as to the similar or different
roles played by black policemen in a southern and northern
city and how satisfied they are in playing their roles; and
what the similarities and differences are in the personal
characteristics of these two geographically separated groups
This study seeks partially to remedy the shortcoming
of the lack of essential information concerning black police
men, particularly in Newark and Atlanta. The study is
^Howard Baugh, private interview held at the Atlanta
Police Department, Atlanta, Georgia, July, 1966.
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leant to the public in that it is the first such study
ted on an organization like the Bronze Shields an d it
is the first attempt to compare southern black policemen
with northern black policemen. It is the aim of the study
to set a precedent by making available to the public pertinent,
useful information heretofore unavailable about Newark and
Atlanta's black policemen.
More specifically, this study proposes to formulate
answers to the following questions;
1. What are the age, marital status and socio¬
economic characteristics of these two groups?
2. What is the level of academic training attained
by these groups generally and in the area of law
enforcement ?
3. What are some of the motivational factors which
induced them to enter the field of law enforcement?
4. How satisfied are these policemen with their
occupations ?
5. How frequently do black policemen arrest white
offenders as compared with black offenders?
6. What high honors have members of these two police
forces received and what prestigious positions
have they held or hold in the two cities of
Newark and Atlanta or elsewhere?
7. What specific social activities and civic affairs
are these policemen engaged in?
8. What do these policemen like and dislike most
about their respective Police Departments and
law enforcement in general?
9. What are the similarities and differences of
duties performed and problems encountered by
these two groups?
11
















e major limitation of the study is that the samples
only a minute portion of the total populations of
cemen on the respective police forces. This liml-
an unavoidable one because of limited financial
and time available to the researcher. A larger
Id have required a substantial amount of money,
manpower which were unavailable to the researcher.
Purpose of the Study
e major purpose of the study is to provide a corn-
description of the social and personal character-
black policemen serving on the Atlanta and Newark
ces. The study also proposes to provide some
background of the men on these police forces. As
lier, it is the aim of the study to make available
lie pertinent and useful information not previously
about Atlanta's and Newark's black policemen.
Review of the Literature
The objective of this section is to survey some of
the relevant literature on policemen and to indicate perti¬
nent contributions to the area of law enforcement.
A comprehensive review of the literature related to
black policemen on city forces provided the following
findings: Firstly, data pertaining to the subject were.
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until recently, almost nonexistent; secondly, literature that
was available appeared in fragmentary forms and was lacking
greatly in providing useful knowledge for the reader; and,
finally, research on policemen to date has been concerned
mainly with white policemen. A portion of this shortcoming
is due to the short length of time that blacks have served
on urban police forces in significant numbers and the lack
of interest shown in this ethnic group's role on police forces
until recently.
One of the more useful studies related to policemen
was written by William M. Kephart. It is in a book entitled
Racial Factors and Urban Law Enforcement.^ This volume is
based on the first research of its kind undertaken in the
United States. It deals with the results of an original
research project aimed at unraveling some of the racial
problems encountered in the day-to-day activities of a metro¬
politan police department. Although the city in which the
study was conducted is Philadelphia, Dr. Kephart's findings
have validity for any large urban centre with a sizable
black population where blacks also serve as members of the
police force. Generally, most of the problems are similar.
Utilizing data gathered from 1,081 police question¬
naires, together with the results of more than 100 interviews
with black and white policemen of all ranks. Dr. Kephart
explored the interaction between white policemen and black
^William M. Kephart, Racial Factors and Urban Law
Enforcement (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1957) .
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offenders, between black policemen and black offenders, and
between black and white policemen. While Dr. Kephart dis¬
cusses a number of general hypotheses concerning race rela¬
tions that have a potential application to much broader areas
than police work, he is concerned primarily with practical
matters which bear directly on the effectiveness of police
functions and the ever difficult job in urban communities of
maintaining law and order. After collecting, coding, and
analyzing a wealth of information. Dr. Kephart, seemingly,
wrote his report so that it would be readable and meaningful
to police personnel and those engaged in the policy phases
of public safety. And, at the same time, the style presents
the requisite methodological and statistical material which
may be utilized by social scientists working in the area of
intergroup relations.
The major revelation of the study deals with cynicism
toward the police department and society. Dr, Kephart makes
the following observations;
1. Black policemen are more cynical than white
policemen.
2. High ranking officers are less cynical than lower
ranking officers.
3. Younger policemen are more cynical than older
policemen.
4. Ranking black officers are more cynical than
ranking white officers.
5. Policemen who work in deprived areas are more
cynical than policemen who work in middle and
upper income areas.^
^Ibid., p. 10 ,
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The study by Kephart contains more than thirty tables
with arrest statistics, police tables of organization by
race, and verbatim accounts of interviews with high ranking
police officials. It is a study that not only supplies social
scientists and law-enforcement officers with a body of organ¬
ized information not previously available, but its findings--
and the conclusions to be drawn from them--are also of vital
concern to everyone living or working in an urban centre.
Further research for related literature on this occu¬
pational group revealed an interesting observation made by
Everett C. Hughes, a sociologist who writes in the areas of
occupations, professions, and work. He writes: "Almost any
occupation is a good laboratory animal for some aspect of
1
work control, organization or culture." He indicates that
people Interact in several established roles. Each of these
persons has his own conception of his Interests, rights, and
duties toward one another and toward people in other categories
Also relevant for this research project, albeit not
concerned with black policemen, was Coatman's book entitled
2
Police. This book is an important and thoroughly informative
contribution to a subject which is of great public Interest.
It is also one of the first attempts to examine the subject
of police in detail. Mr. Coalman provides an account of the
rise of organized police forces not only in England--in many
^Everett C. Hughes, "The Sociological Study of Work,"
The American Journal of Sociology, LVII (March, 1952), 425.
2 John Coalman, Police (London:
Press, 1959), p. 10.
Oxford University
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respects, a model for other nations--but also in the English-
speaking countries, in France, and in Germany. He chose the
police in training and at work. The book touches on the
special problems of para-military and colonial police and of
international police cooperation, for example, in Interpol.
He discusses the relations of the police with government
and society in several countries.
The Police Heritage in England and America written by
Samuel G. Chapman is a developmental survey that proposes to
serve a threefold purpose. First, it shows that the police
systems of Great Britain and the United States stem from a
common background but have developed in different ways.
Second, it discloses that the police forces of both countries
face basically similar problems but that only limited efforts
have been made to solve them in common. Third, the study
indicates that both countries are increasingly striving for
professional standards in the selection, training, and opera-
1
tion of their police forces.
Another important piece of research concerned with
policemen appeared in The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science. The entire issue of January,
1962, is dedicated to "Crime and the American Penal System."
It is divided into three parts: Part one is concerned with
the criminal conduct of offenders, i.e., where and against
whom most crimes are committed; part two is concerned with
the enforcement and administration of justice; and, part
^Chapman, Police Heritage, p. 10.
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three is concerned mainly with the sentencing and treatment
of offenders in prison.
Another study more closely related to the present
study was undertaken by Elliott M. Rudwick and is entitled
2
The Unequal Badge; Negro Policemen in the South. Rudwick
explored the extensiveness to which black policemen are
employed in cities throughout the South. His study revealed
that blacks are employed as policemen to a much lesser
extent than their white counterpart. This was particularly
true before World War I. However, blacks working on southern
police forces today are on the increase. Rudwick examines
the role that politics play in the employment of black
policemen today as well as during the war years of the 1940's
Rudwick makes a significant contribution to the question of
the changing status of the black policemen. The data that
he presents show an increase in the employment of black
policemen at all levels in southern cities. Also revealed
in his data are the patterns in the arrest powers of black
policemen, promotion and advancement trends, and a community
evaluation of the use of black policemen. The study presents
empirical evidence of the number of black policemen employed
in cities or counties at all ranks. As to be expected, there
^Louis B. Schwartz, ed.. The Annals, Crime and the
American Penal System, Vol. 339 (Philadelphia: The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1962),
o
Elliott M. Rudwick, The Unequal Badge; Negro Police
men in the South. Report to the Southern Regional Council,
Atlanta, Georgia, 1962 (Atlanta: Southern Regional Council,
1962) .
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is a negative correlation between the employment of blacks
and the higher ranking positions. Traditional practices of
police departments have not permitted blacks to gain the
necessary experience to obtain these positions.
Michael Banton in the book. The Policeman in the
Community^ discusses many of the duties performed by police¬
men and some of the things that are expected of them. The
author explores some of the barriers facing policemen and
the community as they work with each other. Mr. Banton
feels that the successful work of policemen in the future
will depend to a large degree upon public cooperation. He
feels that this cooperation will have to be much better than
it is at the present time. He suggests that, due to the in¬
crease in social activities and community problems in general,
policemen will have to depend more and more on scientific
equipment to help them perform their duties, particularly in
the suburbs and outlying areas. This dependent need will




A more recent book. Behind The Shield, (written by
a policeman turned sociologist) talks about policemen in
large urban areas. Although his book appeared during the
^Michael Banton, The Policeman in the Community
(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1964).
^Ibid.
3
Arthur Niederhoffer, Behind The Shield (New York:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1967).
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time city riots were becoming popular, Mr. Niederhoffer does
not touch directly on this matter except for a brief account
of the establishment and disestablishment of the Civilian
Review Board. Instead, he deals with the individual police¬
man. In fact, he describes his career from high school to
retirement. He probes his personality with psychological
tests, analyzes his self-image, and explains his politics.
In his study of cynicism, Mr. Niederhoffer discovered
that it is in the Police Academy that recruits begin to
acquire a stereotyped pattern of cynical attitudes that are
reinforced in the course of their experience as patrolmen.
Contrasted with military officers who have been found to be
less cynical than enlisted men, high-ranking police officers
have the same grievances as their subordinates. He found
that detectives are more hopeful than the rest and some men
change as they approach retirement. Despite the exceptions,
Mr. Niederhoffer found that generally the policeman's view
of his own organization is bleak. This New York study re¬
vealed that a majority of the experienced patrolmen agreed
with each of the following statements, among others: the
average police superior is mostly concerned with his own
problems; the average departmental complaint lodged against
the policeman is a result of the pressure from higher authori¬
ties to give out complaints; Police Academy training of
recruits cannot overcome the contradictions between theory
and practice; when a patrolman appears at the Police Department
19
trial room he probably will be found guilty even when he has
a good defense; it is very difficult to perform an active
tour of duty without violating some rules and regulations;
summonses are issued because a patrolman knows he must meet
his quota; the public usually has to be forced to cooperate
with policemen; and, the newspapers in general seem to enjoy
giving an unfavorable slant to news concerning the police.^
The study states that only one out of 20 police appli¬
cants accepted in New York during the past 15 years has had
any college training at all. The suicide rate among New York
City policemen is about 22 per 100,000 per year, which is an
extremely low rate for a male population with continuous
access to firearms.
A great deal of research has been done in the general
area of occupations, but the research cited in this investiga¬
tion constitutes only a minute portion of the existing avail¬
able literature in the area of law enforcement. However, it
is hoped that the literature in this investigation will serve
as a guide in aiding the reader to arrive at some understand¬
ing of the status of knowledge existing in the area of
occupations and professions related to law enforcement.
Methods of Procedure and Sources of Data
The descriptive survey method of research was used
to gather data necessary for studying the Bronze Shield
'Ibid. , p . 40 .
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organization and Atlanta’s black policemen. This employed
the use of Interviews and the administration of questionnaires.
The data collection was begun in the summer of 1966 and com¬
pleted in the spring of 1968.
At the time the survey was completed, the Bronze
Shield organization had 60 members, which is nearly one-half
the total number of blacks in the Newark Police Department.
The blakcs on Atlanta's Police Force totaled 67.
The Bronze Shield organization was chosen because it
is a well established group that represents a cross section
of the blacks serving on the Newark Police Force. The re¬
searcher inquired in Plainfield, New Jersey--where he was
working at the time--as to how he could make contact with
the Newark Police Department. He was referred to Mr. Harold
Gibson, president of Bronze Shields, who in turn referred
the researcher to Captain Edward Williams, a black policeman,
who was then Director of Community Relations for the City of
Newark Police Department. He was later assigned to command
the Fifth Ward, the area where most of Newark's rioting
occurred. Captain Williams readily consented to the study
after its purpose was explained for he felt that such a study
was needed and would be good for the Police Department. He
telephoned the Chief of Police who then gave his permission
for the study.
Permission to do this study was more difficult to
obtain from the Atlanta Police Force. First, the researcher
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went to see Mr. Howard Baugh, who was a lieutenant at the time
and the highest ranking black officer on the force. (He is a
captain now). He thought the study was an excellent idea and
suggested that I contact his superior officers. In an effort
to find the right person to give the permission for the study,
the researcher was referred to several people but finally re¬
ceived an O.K.
After permission was obtained, the researcher held
preliminary interviews in both cities with both black and
white policemen of all ranks to determine the value or worth
of such a study and to solicit their cooperation in this
undertaking. These preliminary interviews proved to be bene¬
ficial to the entire study, for the researcher was able to
obtain the verbal cooperation and secure ideas about the
value of the study and about policemen in general.
The method used in obtaining data for the study was
primarily that involving the questionnaire. However, some
of the information obtained in the preliminary interviews
was also used. In the case of Newark, the researcher ob¬
tained the names and addresses of 42 of the 60 black police¬
men in the Bronze Shield organization from its president.
The remaining 18 members could not be contacted because they
attended meetings rather Infrequently. Therefore, the presi¬
dent did not know how to contact these memb ers
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A questionnaire,^ consisting of 74 questions, was
distributed among the organization’s members either by mail
or, after some members failed to respond, by the researcher
personally at three different organizational meetings. The
first questionnaires were distributed on January 5, 1968,
and the respondents were asked to return them by January 19.
When some of the respondents failed to meet this deadline,
two follow-up letters in successive weeks were sent to all 42
members. This was done because the respondents were anonymous,
and the researcher had no way of identifying those who had not
responded. Because this method failed to be 100 per cent
effective, the researcher was permitted by the organization's
president to speak to the group with the purpose of trying to
persuade them to return the questionnaires. This was much
more effective. For those members who had misplaced the
questionnaire, another was provided and it was filled out at
the meeting and returned at that time.
In Atlanta, the researcher obtained the names and
addresses of the 67 black policemen from the personnel office
by shifts. The questionnaire was distributed by mall among
the black policemen. When several members failed to respond,
the researcher sent out three follow-up letters over the
summer of 1966. Simultaneously, questionnaires were distributed
among officers personally by the researcher and by some watch
commanders who agreed to assist in the study. It was revealed
^The same questionnaire was used in Newark and Atlanta.
A copy may be found in the Appendix.
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later by some policemen that certain watch commanders had
failed to distribute the questionnaires and had even dis¬
couraged cooperation by those who had received them. The
three follow-up letters were sent out at two-week intervals,
beginning in July, to all 67 policemen.
CHAPTER II
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEWARK'S
AND ATLANTA'S BLACK POLICEMEN
The law enforcement profession among Negroes, as is
true of other professions, tends to recruit people with a
wide variety of backgrounds. Even so, there may, at the
same time, appear certain similarities and traits relatively
common to the majority of them.
Any profession undoubtedly makes a great Imprint on
a man who spends a major portion of his life at it. Law
enforcement, perhaps, has a deeper impact on the private
life of individuals than most occupations. The public will
not leave the policeman's private life private. The economic,
social and psychological ramifications of the policeman's job
are pervasive influences throughout his life.
This chapter aims at describing the social and per¬
sonal characteristics of the policemen on the Newark and
Atlanta police forces, with the purpose of observing simi¬
larities and differences among them and making certain com¬
parisons. The description of these characteristics will
Include an explanation of the identifying information, the
family composition, the residence and ownership, the
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education, the occupation of parents, the religion, the work
situation, and the community life of these two groups.
Identifying Information
There are 40 policemen who constitute the Bronze
Shield membership. However, there are only 25 respondents
included in this study. There are also 25 respondents from
the Atlanta Survey. Table 1 presents the data regarding the
ages of the policemen. Their ages range from 21 to 44 years.
In Newark, the policemen tended to be concentrated in what
is conventionally thought of as the most productive age
group. They are a relatively young group; 76 per cent of
TABLE 1
AGE DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF POLICEMEN
IN NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, AND ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Age N umb e r Percent
Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
21-23 3 12.0
24-26 4 3 16.0 12.0
27-29 4 3 16.0 12.0
30-32 6 1 24.0 4.0
33-35 5 4 20.0 16.0
36-38 2 2 8.0 8.0
39-41 3 3 12.0 12.0
42-44 1 6 4.0 24.0
Total 25 25 100.0 100.0
the policemen are 35 years of age or less. These findings
suggest that for some reason, members of this group have
not been employed on the Newark Police Force for a great
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number of years. On the other hand, Atlanta has more black
policemen concentrated in the middle and above age group.
Forty-four per cent of the policemen are 36 years of age or
more. Since Atlanta did not have many blacks on the force
until recent years, the age of the group suggests that
authorities may have recruited the older men who would be
more apt to uphold the status quo.
Table 2 presents data on marital status. Of the
total number of subjects in Newark, 84 per cent were married
8 per cent were single, and 8 per cent were divorced. None
were widowed or separated. In comparison, 48 per cent of
Atlanta's policemen were married and 36 per cent single;
8 per cent were divorced, 8 per cent were widowed; and, none
were separated. The high percentage of young single men on
the force in Atlanta may be attributed to the fact that a
number of men from the colleges join the force while in
school and many remain there.
TABLE 2




Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
Single 2 9 8.0 36.0
Married 21 12 84.0 48.0
Divorced 2 2 8.0 8.0
Widowed 0 2 0.0 8.0
Separated 0 0 0.0 0.0
Total 25 25 100.0 100.0
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The sex variable was not a significant factor, since
the population considered included only males.
Data regarding ages at the time of first marriage
are shown in Table 3. In Newark only two members had been
married more than once and these two members were in their
second marriages. Except for four of the respondents, all
were married after their twentieth birthday. The exceptions
were married at age 18.
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE OF POLICEMEN




Newark' Atlanta Newark Atlanta
16-20 4 2 16.0 8.0
21-25 17 7 68.0 28.0
26-30 2 12 8.0 48.0
No Answer 2 4 8.0 16.0
Total 25 25 100.0 100.0
Although not shown in Table 3, the mean age at marriage
for the Newark group was 21.4 years and 26.1 for Atlanta.
As shown in Table 3, 21, or 84 per cent, of Newark's gr4up
were married on or before their twenty-fifth birthday, with
the remaining 16 per cent marrying by the time they were
30 years of age. By comparison, the Atlanta survey revealed
that only 2 policemen were married on or before their twen¬
tieth birthday. They were married at 17. Forty-eight per
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cent were married between their twenty-sixth and thirtieth
birthdays and 36 per cent were married before they were 25.
Table 4 presents the data on the distribution of
birth place by states for policemen in Newark and Atlanta.
It is interesting to observe the diversity of origins among
policemen.
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF BIRTHPLACES, BY STATES, OF POLICEMEN
IN NEWARK AND ATLANTA
States Number Percentage
Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
Florida 0 3 00.0 12.0
New Jersey 12 0 48.0 0.0
North Carolina 4 0 16.0 0.0
Georgia 2 18 8.0 72.0
South Carolina 2 2 8.0 8.0
West Virginia 2 0 8.0 0.0
Alabama 1 2 4.0 8.0
Illinois 1 0 4.0 0.0
New York 1 0 4.0 0.0
Total 25 25 100.0 100.0
Forty-eight per cent of the policemen studied in
Newark were born in New Jersey, 8 of whom were born in
Newark itself. The remaining 52 per cent of the sample
were distributed among 7 states. Of the 8 states repre¬
sented, 5, or approximately 44 per cent, were southern
states. Although it was not shown in the table, there
was also an interesting correlation between age and place
of birth. A greater percentage of the older members
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(30 years or over) were born in the South, as compared to
the younger members (30 years or younger). Generally, the
young policemen were born in the North. The researcher
attributed this fact to the migration in the United States
which occurred after the depression and continues to the
present day.
Not shown in the table are the populations of the
cities and towns where Newark policemen were born. These
populations ranged from approximately 2,000 for Ellaville,
Georgia, to approximately 600,000 for the metropolitan
area of Buffalo, New York. The median population for those
cities and towns represented was 30,000. Seventy-two per
cent of Atlanta's Black policemen were born in the State of
Georgia. The remaining 28 per cent were born in its neigh-
borning states of Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina. A
large percentage of the policemen born in Georgia were born
in the rural areas and migrated to Atlanta as young adults.
This also holds true for those born outside Georgia.
Family Composition
The data presented in Table 5 show the number of chil¬
dren of policemen and the ages of the oldest and youngest
children.
A point observed about both groups was that all of
the married members had children. The fact that no police¬
men had more than four children suggested that some degree
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of family planning may have taken place. If the difference
in age of the oldest and the youngest child was any indica¬
tion, it may be concluded that most of the children were
well spaced.
TABLE 5
NUMBER OF CHILDREN AND AGES OF THE OLDEST AND
YOUNGEST IN YEARS OF POLICEMEN
IN NEWARK AND ATLANTA
Number of_
Children Oldest Youngest
Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
1 1 1 14 0 14
1 2 2 4 0 3/4
1 1 3 1 0 1
1 1 4 7 0 7
1 2 10 10 0 2%
1 3 20 4 0 h
2 2 3 14 2 10
2 2 4 23 3 23
2 2 5 20 2 5
2 4 7 21 4 15













The mean number of children for the Newark group, which
is not presented in Table 5, was 2.04 each. This compares
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favorably with the national average of about 2.3. In Newark,
the number of children varied among the policemen with 43
per cent having 2 children each, 30 per cent with 3 each, and
27 per cent with only 1 child. The Median age for the "oldest"
children was 8 years and it was 4 years for the "youngest"
children. The mean number of children for those reporting
from the Atlanta group was 2.2 each. The mean age for the
Atlanta group's oldest children was 10.7 years and 6.2 years
for the youngest. Only 2 policemen in the Atlanta group had
as many as 4 children.
It is agreed, generally, that no factor Influences an
individual as much as his family life. "The family is the
first group that he knows and it forms a community for those
1
who live there." As an institution, the family influences--
not only the individuals in it—but the entire larger community
in which the family exists. The customs of the family are
reflected by the life of the community. By the same token,
the living conditions in the home will be reflected in the
moral standards as well as in the general health of the com¬
munity. The researcher thinks that no inquiry into the social
background of a group can be valid if it ignores the vital
part played by the family, including the influences parents
have on siblings.
Table 6 presents data on the number of children of the
families in which these policemen were born. Most of these
^Robert M. Maciver, Society; Its Structure and Changes
(New York; R. Long and R. R. Smith, 1936), p. 109.
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN IN FAMILIES




Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
1-3 14 8 56.0 32.0
4-6 8 9 32.0 36.0
7-9 2 4 8.0 16.0
10-12 1 4 4.0 16.0
Total 25 25 100.0 100.0
policemen come from average size families which may have
been an influencing factor in determining the size of their
own families.
The average number of children in homes from which
Newark's policemen come was 3.6. This contrasted to the 2.0
children in their own families. One member came from a family
of eleven children; five Bronze Shield members were the only
child. The average number of children in homes from which
Atlanta's policemen come was about 4.7. There were four
families with more than ten members and in no case was a
policeman the only child.
Residence and Ownership
The findings revealed that a large percentage of the
policemen were settled and did not migrate often. In Newark
the policemen had lived at their present address for an average
of 5.3 years. Fourteen members were buying their homes. All
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policemen in both cities had automobiles that were valued
at an average of $1,670.83 per car. The percentage of mem¬
bers buying their homes in both cities, and with others
intending to do so, suggested that most of the policemen
were conscious of the value of real estate. It also sug¬
gested that the policemen have a desire to "have a place to
call home that belongs to me and my family."
Education
Table 7 presents the grade levels attained by police¬
men, their wives, and their parents. The Newark policemen
attained a mean grade level of 12.8, as compared to 12.6
for their wives; 9.7 for their mothers, and 9.1 for their
fathers. All of the policemen finished high school (a pre¬
requisite for joining the Newark Police Force). Of this
latter group, 28 per cent studied beyond the high school
level, which in part accounts for the large number of Bronze
Shield members with a rank above that of patrolman.
Contrasted to Newark, Atlanta had one policeman who
did not complete high school. Newark also has a higher
percentage of policemen who have attained formal schooling
at the high school level and beyond. In all cases, Atlanta's
policemen have had more formal training than their wives or
parents which is not the case in Newark. Interestingly to
note is the fact that both cities have four policemen who
have completed college or better. The researcher feels that
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TABLE 7
A COMPARISON OF GRADE LEVELS (YEARS OF FORMAL SCHOOL)
ATTAINED BY POLICEMEN, THEIR WIVES, AND THEIR
PARENTS BY NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE
IN NEWARK AND ATLANTA
Grade Policemen Wives Mothers Fathers
Levels Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per
(Years) ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent
Newark
7 or less 0 0.0 0 0.0 14 56.0 18 72.0
8-9 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 4.0 2 8.0
10-11 0 0.0 2 10.0 1 4.0 0 0.0
12-13 18 72.0 16 76.0 8 32.0 4 16.0
14-15
16 and
3 12.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
over 4 16.0 3 14.0 1 4.0 1. 4.0
Total 25 100.0 21 100.0 25 100.0 25 100.0
Atlanta
7 or less 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 20.0 8 40.0
8-9 0 0.0 1 10.0 3 15.0 4 20.0
10-11 1 4.0 1 10.0 2 10.0 0 0.0
12-13 11 44.0 3 30.0 8 40.0 6 30.0
14-15 9 36.0 2 20.0 1 5.0 0 0.0
16 and
over 4 16.0 3 30.0 2 10.0 2 10.0
Total 25 100.0 10 100.0 20 100.0 20 100.0
it is important to note that 52 per cent of Atlanta's black
policemen have some college training. This may be attributed
to the fact that many men in the Atlanta University Center
work with the Police Department part time or during the sum¬
mer, and in some cases fail to return to school.
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Many sociologists say that Negro women tend to marry
"down," i.e., black women usually marry men who have attained
less formal training than themselves. This is true because
there are fewer black men in this country than women who are
receiving advanced formal educational training. Therefore,
they are not available and women have to "take what they can
get." However, the study partially refutes this supposition.
The data Indicated that the Newark policemen received an
average of two months more formal educational training than
their wives. The difference was even greater in Atlanta.
On the other hand, the policemen's fathers had received an
average of approximately six months less formal school train¬
ing than their mothers. In all cases, the policemen have
attained an educational level that equals or excels that of
either of their parents. The policemen received three years
and four months more formal educational training than the
mean grade level of all parents combined.
These data suggest that not only does the educational
status of the family influence the attainments of the chil¬
dren, but also that, where the parents have received some
formal training, the children possibly will receive the
necessary financial and moral support to attain higher edu¬
cational levels. This, sometimes, is a more decisive factor
in the educational advancement of children than is the
ability of the children themselves.
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It is also reasonable to assume that there is a
positive correlation between the education of the parents
and the occupational aspirations and attainments of their
children. However, this is not to disavow the important
role that the total environment plays when one chooses an
occupation.
A Pennsylvania survey suggested that the majority
of upper socio-economic groups usually graduate from high
school, and a majority of them also attend college, whereas
a minority of children from the lower economic group graduate
from high school, and an even smaller percentage ever
1
attended college.
Of those Newark policemen who attended college, only
two listed their majors as police science. Two members
majored in elementary education; one majored in political
and social science; one majored in psychology; one majored
in mathematics; and, one majored in business administration.
The remainder of the group who attended college did not indi¬
cate the major field of study.
Of those Atlanta policemen who attended college,
seven listed their major as criminology. Only two had taken
courses in police science and administration; two majored in
business administration; one majored in elementary education;
and, one listed political science as his major.
^Harlan Updegraff, Inventory of Youth in Pennsylvania,
Report to the American Youth Committee, (Philadelphia:
American Council on Education, 1936).
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These findings would seem to suggest that many of the
policemen did not intend to work for the Newark or Atlanta
Police Department when they first entered college. The
reasons why these policemen joined the Newark and Atlanta
Police Departments will be explored later in this chapter.
The question was asked, "Have you ever taken courses
in criminology, police administration, human behavior, soci¬
ology, or psychology?" In Newark, 18 did not reply to the
question. The remaining 7 members indicated that they had
taken at least one of the courses and 3 had taken all of the
courses. To the same question, 8 Atlanta policemen said
they had never taken any of the courses; 1 had taken social
science; 1 police science; and, 2 police administration.
Another question asked was, "How helpful are these
courses to you in performing your present duties?" This
question included three alternative answers which were:
(a) extremely useful, (b) useful, and (c) not useful. Seven¬
teen of the 25 Newark policemen did not reply to the question.
Four members indicated that the courses had been extremely
useful; 3 members said they were useful; and, only 1 member
said they were not useful to him in his present job. Of
the 4 Atlanta policemen who took these courses, all indicated
that they were extremely useful to them in the line of duty.
The policemen were asked if and in what areas they
had planned to do further study. Table 8 shows the areas
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER AND PER GENT OF THE SUBJECT AREAS
IN WHICH POLICEMEN INDICATED THEY WOULD LIKE TO STUDY
IN NEWARK AND ATLANTA
Subject Area
Numb er Percentage
Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
Business Adminis-
tration 4 4 20.0 20.0
Criminology 4 8 20.0 40.0
Mathematics 4 3 20.0 15.0
Police Science and
Adminis tration 4 3 20.0 15.0
Political Science 4 2 20.0 10.0
Total 20 20 100.0 100.0
the policemen indicated as the ones in which they would
like to study when they return to school. In Newark, 5
members, however, said they did not plan any further study.
On the other hand, 20 members, or 80 per cent, indicated
that they want to return to school for further study. A
similar reaction was obtained in Atlanta. Five policemen
said they did not want to return to school. The 20 that
did indicate they wanted to return to school were not
unanimously in favor of studying in the area of law
enf orcement.
The relatively large percentage of Newark's black
policemen who have taken courses and intend to study in the
area of law enforcement might suggest that opportunities for
advancement and promotion in the Newark Police Department are
better for blacks than they are in Atlanta's Police Department.
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The findings in Table 8 might indicate that many
policemen would like to leave the field of law enforcement
and work in other areas, particularly in Atlanta where con¬
ditions are less favorable than they are in Newark. The
policemen who indicated a desire to do further study in the
area of law enforcement may be aspiring toward upward mo¬
bility within their respective Police Departments. This does
not, however, discount the possibility that members may only
be seeking more security and competency in positions that
they now hold.
Table 9 reveals the states in which policemen under
discussion attended elementary, high school, and college.
An Interesting observation about the education of the police¬
men was the fact that a considerable percentage of them
finished elementary and high school in the state of their
birth. It is true of both groups. This suggested that the
rate of migration among black policemen during their first
seventeen years of life was very low. Of the 9 Newark police¬
men who attended college, 5, or 56 per cent, attended in New
Jersey. The other 4 attended predominantly black colleges in
their home or neighboring states. Four of the 9 members
attended state colleges and 5 attended private colleges. All
of the black policemen in Atlanta who attended college did so
in Georgia, with the majority of them attending the private
colleges in the Atlanta University Center.
The policemen were asked questions to determine their
varied life experiences. One such question asked was, "Have
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF STATES IN WHICH POLICEMEN RECEIVED THEIR EDUCATION
NEWARK AND ATLANTA
State
Elementary School High School College
Number Percentage Numb er Percentage Number Percentage
New Atla . ^New. Atla. New. Atla . New. Atla. New. Atla. New. Atla.
Georgia 1 19 4.0 76.0 1 20 4.0 80.0 0 2 0.0 100 .0
Maryland 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 1 0 11.0 0 .0
New Jersey 13 0 52.0 0.0 16 0 64.0 0.0 5 0 56.0 0 .0
New York 1 1 4.0 4.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 1 0 11.0 0 .0
North Carolina 4 0 16.0 0.0 4 0 16.0 0.0 1 0 11.0 0 .0
Ohio 1 0 4.0 0.0 1 0 4.0 0.0 0 0 0 .0 0 0
South Carolina 1 2 4.0 8.0 1 0 4.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 .0
Virginia 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 1 0 11.0 0 .0
West Virginia 2 00 8.0 0.0 1 0 4.0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 .0
No Answer 2 3 8.0 12.0 1 5 4.0 20.0 0 0 0.0 0 .0




you ever traveled abroad?" In response to this question, 14
Newark policemen, or 56 per cent, said that they had and 11,
or 44 per cent, indicated that they had not traveled abroad.
The countries most frequently visited were Japan and Korea.
The visits to these two particular countries indicated that
a large percentage of this traveling took place while these
policemen were in the armed services. The researcher vali¬
dated this supposition by utilizing personal interviews with
many policemen. Ten or 40 per cent of the Atlanta Force had
traveled abroad and their answers suggested their travel was
under the same circumstances as the Newark policemen.
Another statistic on both groups is the fact that all
25 policemen in both cities graduated in the upper two-thirds
of their high school classes. Of the 25 policemen in the
Atlanta survey, 18, or 73 per cent held either part- or full¬
time jobs while in school. Also, no fewer than 20 members,
or 80 per cent, participated in extra-curricular activities.
Newark's percentages were slightly lower in all these areas
than Atlanta's. Table 10 shows some of the leadership roles




DISTRIBUTION OF LEADERSHIP ROLES AND EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES OF POLICEMEN WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
IN NEWARK AND ATLANTA
Extra-Curricular Activity Numb er
Newark Atlanta
Class President 2 2
Captain of a Varsity Team 7 3
Student Council Member 7 7
Dramatics Club 2 1
Class Treasurer 2 0
None 5 12
Occupations of Parents
Table 11 shows the occupational distributions of the
parents of 25 policemen in both cities. The occupational
groupings presented in this table are the farmers, the
professionals, the clerical workers, the craftsmen, the
common laborers, the housewives, and the domestic workers.
The table shows that 44 per cent of the black Newark police¬
men parents' occupations were classified as laborers. Fifteen
of the fathers were listed in this category as compared to
only 7 mothers. The professional occupations were distributed
evenly with 3 mothers and 3 fathers having gained this status.
In comparing the occupations of Newark's policemen with those
of their parents, the data revealed a trend toward upward
mobility .
Occupations of parents of Atlanta's black policemen
were distributed somewhat differently than those in Newark.
TABLE 11




Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage
New. ^A tla . New. Atla. New. Atla. New. Atla. New. Atla . New. Atla
Professional 3 4 6.0 8.0 0 6 0.0 12.0 3 10 6.0 20.0
Farmer 1 5 2.0 10.0 1 0 2.0 0.0 2 5 4.0 10.0
Clerical 0 0 0.0 0.0 1 0 2.0 0.0 1 0 2.0 0.0
Craf tsman 6 7 12.0 14.0 2 4 4.0 8.0 8 11 16.0 22.0
Laborer 15 8 30.0 16.0 7 0 14.0 0.0 22 8 44.0 16.0
Housewife 0 0 0.0 0.0 10 9 20.0 18.0 10 9 20.0 18.0
Domestic 0 1 0.0 2.0 4 6 8.0 12.0 4 7 8.0 14.0




Only 32 per cent are classified as laborers, with no mothers
listed in this category. In the professional category, 4
fathers and 6 mothers attained this status as compared to
3 each for Newark.
Religion
Table 12 reveals the religious preferences of black
policemen and their parents in Newark and Atlanta. The
researcher seeks, in this comparison, to determine what
effect the parents' religious preference had on the police¬
men's preferences. According to the data, a large percentage
of policemen in both cities chose the religion with which
their parents identified. Sixteen black policemen, or 64 per
cent, and 16 parents Indicated that they were Baptists.
TABLE 12
COMPARISON AND DISTRIBUTION OF RELIGIOUS PREFERENCES
OF POLICEMEN AND THEIR PARENTS
IN NEWARK AND ATLANTA
Denomination
Policemen Parents
Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent
Bap tis t
Congregation-
16 64.0 13 52.0 16 64.0 17 68.0
alls t 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 4.0 0 0.0
Methodis t 0 0.0 5 20.0 4 16.0 5 20.0
Holines s 4 16.0 0 0.0 1 4.0 3 12.0
Presbyterian 1 4.0 2 8.0 1 4.0 0 0.0
No Answer 0 0.0 3 12.0 2 8.0 0 0.0
Other 4 16.0 2 8.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Total 25 100.0 25 100.0 25 100.0 25 100.0
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Five persons in each group gave Methodist as their religious
preference. There were two instances where the policemen
were of a different faith than that of their parents, and
two cases where policemen did not identify with any religious
faith.
This material might, also, support the theory that
the Negro's denomination is correlated with the amount of
education he has. The majority of policemen in hoth groups
who had attained two or more years of college, listed a
denomination other than the traditional Baptist and Methodist
church. A similar pattern occurred among the parents.
Despite the fact that most policemen in both cities
were identified with a religious faith, only a few of them
were active in their churches. More were involved in church
activities in Atlanta than in Newark. Only 4 policemen in
Newark and 7 in Atlanta held any type of church office* and
only one policeman in Newark and 3 in Atlanta indicated that
they attended church every Sunday. Two policemen in Newark
and 4 in Atlanta said that they attended church three Sundays
out of a month, and 2 in each city attended only twice per
month. Twelve policemen in Newark, or 48 per cent, said
they attended church only once per month,and 8 policemen or
32 per cent, did not give answers to this question. Nine
policemen or 36 per cent in Atlanta did not respond to this
question.
When asked if their job interfered with church atten¬
dance, 13 Newark policemen, or 52 per cent, replied yes.
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Ten policemen or 40 per cent in Atlanta gave similar answers.
In Newark, 40 per cent replied no and 2 members did not give
an answer. Thirteen Atlanta policemen (52 per cent) replied
no to this question and 2 did not give answers. When asked
how the job interfered with their church attendance, only
11 policemen (44 per cent) from each group said they had to
work on Sundays, with the remaining 14 policemen giving no
reasons at all.
From these findings, one may conclude that Atlanta's
black policemen are more involved in church activities than
are Newark's black policemen. This may be attributed in
part to the vital role the church has played in the South
in influencing individual lives.
There was little to indicate that Newark's black
policemen supported the church financially to any great
extent. Only two members reported making contributions
directly to the church. This was some indication of the
lack of involvement in church activities by many of the
members. On the other hand, Atlanta's policemen contributed
more financial support to the church than did Newark's
policemen. This supports the belief that Atlanta's black
policemen are more involved in church activities.
Work Situation and Community Life
The objective of this analysis was to examine the
expressed motivations that effected entrance into and con¬
tinuation in the law enforcement profession. An attempt
, a varle ty of ca te-
Th e resp ondents were
g t o how imp or tan t
rst , "2" for the
th . They we re to Id
ategories if they
eir decis ion . In
one first reason.
was also made to examine the life of the policemen as private
citizens in the Newark and Atlanta communities.
When the respondents were asked, "What motivated you
to enter the field of law enforcement
gories was given from which to choose
asked to rank these categories accord
they were to them by writing "1" for
second, "3" for third, and "4" for fc
that it was not necessary to rank al]
did not play any part in influencing
some cases, respondents gave more than i r .
They are summarized in Table 13.
Financial gain, by far, was the prime motivating
factor for entering the law enforcement field for many
policemen in both cities. All reasons were almost equally
distributed between the two groups. In all, financial gain
was listed 27 times; 18 being the first reasons, and 4 each
for second and third reasons. Encouragement from other
policemen was also an important motivating factor. It was
listed 12 times and 6 times for first and second reasons,
respectively.
According to these expressed motives, one might sur¬
mise that most of the policemen are motivated by financial
rewards more so than they are by high ideals related to
service to the public. Even though financial gain was a
prime motivating factor in the decision of many black police¬
men to become policemen in Atlanta and Newark, many have
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION AND FREQUENCY OF ENTRANCE MOTIVATIONS INTO THE LAW ENFORCEMENT











Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
Encouragement from friends 3 3 2 1 2 1 0 1
Encouragement from family
Encouragement from other
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
policemen
Encouragement from
7 5 4 2 0 2 0 0
businessmen 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Encouragement from ministers 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
Encouragement from teachers
Encouragement from people in
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
the legal professions 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Encouragement from doctors 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
For financial gains 10 8 3 1 3 1 0 1
For status symbol
Staunch concern for the
preservation of law
1 1 1 3 0 0 4 0
and order 2 3 0 1 0 3 1 1
To serve your community 6 0 2 5 1 1 1 2
Curiosity 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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since started working part time on other jobs to supplement
the income received from their respective Police Departments.
Four policemen in Newark reported annual incomes of $3,500
or more from their part-time jobs. Only one policeman re¬
ported as much in Atlanta. One policeman in each city
reported between $1,500 to $1,900 annually from a part-time
job. Two policemen in Newark indicated that real estate
was the source of their income other than that from the
Newark Police Department. Atlanta’s policemen reported
mostly semiskilled-type jobs as their outside sources of
income.
The researcher examined the annual income of black
policemen from the Newark and Atlanta Police Departments.
In Newark, 8 black policemen (32 per cent) indicated that
they earned between $5,600 and $7,500, and 17 members (68
per cent) earned between $7,600 and $9,500 annually. In
Atlanta, 15 black policemen indicated that they earned
between $5,600 and $7,500, and only one policeman earned
between $7,600 and $9,500 annually. The remaining 9 police¬
men's earnings were listed between $3,600 and $5,500 annually.
When the Newark policemen were asked how much more
they made now than when they first started working with the
Newark Police Department, 15 policemen (60 per cent) said
their income had increased by $1,000 or more. The remaining
10 members (40 per cent) said they earned $500 to $1,000
more. For Atlanta, the figures were just the reverse, which
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Indicates a disparity in pay and promotion between the two
police departments.
Table 14 reports the number of years that black
policemen have served on the Newark and Atlanta police
forces. As the data in the table show, most of the police¬
men in both cities have been on the force a relatively short
number of years. The data from the Newark questionnaires
indicated that 60 per cent of the members had been on the
force for 5 years or less, with only 1 member having as
little as 1 year of service. The remaining 40 per cent of
the Newark policemen had between 7 and 15 years of service,
with only 5 policemen having 10 or more years of service.
The median number of years of black policemen serving on the
force was 4 years. Sixty per cent of these had less than 9
years of service. The remaining 40 per cent had served 10
to 18 years. The Atlanta data indicate that only one or two
black policemen were hired during any one-year period.
It is interesting to note that the job with the Newark
Police Department was the only employment in the field of law
enforcement ever held by any of the black policemen in Newark.
Whereas in Atlanta, 2 policemen indicated they had served
on police forces in surrounding communities. The question
was also asked, "Has your relationship with your friends and
associates changed since becoming a policeman?" In reply to
this question, 14 members (56 per cent) in both cities an¬
swered "no," and 11 members (44 per cent) answered "yes."
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TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF YEARS SERVED ON THE POLICE FORCE





Newark Atlanta Newark Atlanta
1-3 6 7 24.0 28.0
4-6 9 4 36.0 16.0
7-9 5 4 20.0 16.0
10-12 4 2 16.0 8.0
13-15 1 3 4.0 12.0
16-18 0 5 0.0 20.0
Total 25 25 100.0 100.0
For those members who answered "yes," a number of reasons
was given for the change in relationships with friends.
In substance, both groups endorsed a statement made by one
Newark policeman in his response. He said, "A police
officer soon finds that, like the criminal, his friends
are usually his own kind."
The data in Newark indicated that there was a high
correlation between length of service on the police force
and rank. This was not necessarily the case in Atlanta.
In fact, the correlation was very low. As mentioned earlier,
60 per cent of the Black policemen had been on the Newark
police force 5 years or less. This, then, was most likely
why 80 per cent of the members had the rank of patrolman.
There were only 4 detectives and 1 sergeant in this group.
In Atlanta, there were several cases of longevity of service
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but no accompanying rank. This is not to suggest that longev¬
ity of service is the only criteria for promotion but it cer¬
tainly helps.
In an effort to obtain some idea of how well both
groups of policemen liked their work, the question was asked,
"Are you satisfied with your present position?" In Newark,
10 members (40 per cent) answered "yes," while 15 members
(60 per cent) answered "no." In Atlanta, the figures were
just the reverse and the reasons given were low pay and
discrimination. The groups were also asked, "If you had had
complete freedom of choice of occupations when young, would
you have chosen police work?" Eight policemen (32 per cent)
in Newark replied "yes" and 11 policemen (44 per cent) re¬
plied "no." The remaining 6 policemen (24 per cent) were
undecided. The responses from the black Atlanta policemen
were similar percentage wise, which is some indication of the
reasons for being in the field of law enforcement. These
figures may suggest that most of the black policemen in
Newark and Atlanta who entered the field of law enforcement
as a "first choice" occupation may be the ones who were
enjoying their work the most. Those policemen who chose
police work as a "second choice" occupation Indicated that
they may be somewhat dissatisfied with their work.
Efforts were also made to determine the relationship
that may exist between police officers and the administration
of the Newark and Atlanta police forces as well as the
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relationship between the community and the policemen, and
particularly black policemen.
In response to the question, "If you were given
your choice of district assignments, where would you like
to work?" 5 black Newark policemen answered, "In a Negro
neighborhood." Ten policemen said they would like to work
"in a racially mixed neighborhood," and 10 policemen said
they had "no special preference." In response to this
same question, an overwhelming majority in Atlanta answered,
"In a Negro neighborhood." The reason given for this pref¬
erence was that the relationship and atmosphere were better
in the black neighborhood.
The members in Newark were also asked, "How often
have you worked with white policemen?" Eighteen black
policemen said they worked "frequently" with white police¬
men, while 7 members said they seldom worked with white
policemen. The majority of Atlanta's black policemen said
they seldom worked with white policemen. This is probably
due to assignment practices in Atlanta.
Usually, the number and type of arrest that a police¬
man makes were some Indication of the type and location of
his assignment. These two groups are not excepted from this
supposition. The black Newark policemen made an average of
3.8 arrests per week. Two policemen said they made as many
as 10 arrests per week. Newark's black policemen arrested an
average of 86 per cent black violators and 14 per cent white
violators. All of Newark's black policemen said they had
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worked in communities where there were white families; 8
policemen said they had worked occasionally in such com¬
munities; and, 17 policemen said they had worked often in
such communities. Twenty Newark policemen (80 per cent)
said they had received honors or citations from the Police
Department for outstanding work in the area of law enforce¬
ment, and only 5 (20 per cent) said they had never received
such recognition.
In response to the above questions, Atlanta's black
policemen indicated that their arrests were 99 per cent
black violators. This is understandable since the practice
in the South for many years was to call a white policeman
to arrest a white violator after the black policeman had
apprehended him. Very few of Atlanta's black policemen
said they had worked in communities where there was a large
number of white families. Fifteen Atlanta policemen (60
per cent) said they had received honors or citations from
the Police Department for outstanding work in the area of
law enforcement and 10 (40 per cent) said they had never
received such recognition. Policemen in neither city indi¬
cated that they had ever received recognition for their work
or held prestigious positions outside the City of Newark or
the City of Atlanta.
Twenty black Newark policemen said they usually rode
with another black policeman when they were assigned to a
two-man patrol car, and 5 policemen said they seldom if ever
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rode with another black officer. All of Atlanta's black
policemen said they usually rode with another black police¬
man when they were assigned to a two-man patrol car, but 3
policemen said they occasionally rode with whites.
Regarding promotions and demotions, only 5 police¬
men in each city said they had ever been promoted, and in
4 of these cases in each city the promotion was from patrol¬
man to detective. The fifth in Newark was from patrolman
to sergeant and from detective to lieutenant in Atlanta.
One policeman in Newark said he had been demoted from radio
to foot patrol.
The policemen were asked, "Has the Police Department
ever had reasons to use disciplinary actions against you?"
Ten members (40 per cent) in each city replied "yes" to this
question and 15 members (60 per cent) replied "no." In both
cities, most of the charges dealt with breaking departmental
rules.
No two people can come together without one or both
of the persons making adjustments to accommodate the other.
These adjustments and accommodations take on an even larger
scope when groups of people come together, particularly
when these people have a variety of backgrounds. Newark's
black policemen were asked, "How do Negro policemen relate
to each other?" In the respective cities, 7 policemen re¬
plied "excellent"; 17 policemen replied "fair"; and, 1 an¬
swered "good". Another question asked was, "Which did you
prefer to have jurisdiction over you?" In answer to this
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question, 10 policemen in Newark (40 per cent) indicated
that they preferred a Negro officer and the other 15 mem¬
bers (60 per cent) said that they preferred either a Negro
or white officer. The opposite view was expressed in
Atlanta. None of the policemen in either city specified
that they would rather have a white officer as watch
c ommander.
In seeking information on how black policemen felt
about the promotional system within the Newark and Atlanta
Police Departments, the question was asked, "Do you think
promotions in the Police Department should be based on
performance or examinations?" Six policemen in Newark and
5 in Atlanta felt that promotions should be based on per¬
formance. Eight policemen in Newark and 10 in Atlanta
felt that they should be based on examinations, and 11
policemen in Newark and 10 in Atlanta said they thought
promotions should be based on both performance and exami¬
nations. Those in favor of performance in each city as an
evaluating system said that by this method there was no
doubt that a man knew his job. Those members who were in
favor of examinations as a method of evaluation said this
method gave each man the same chance and that it did not
leave room for being promoted by "knowing the right person."
Some policemen in both cities pointed out that certain kinds
of assignments did not allow a man a chance to advance by
performance because the nature of the assignment was not the
same as that for other assignments. This was particularly
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emphasized In Atlanta. Those in favor of using both per¬
formance and examination as criteria for promotion felt that
both of these methods would eliminate the possibility of any
human bias affecting the promotion.
Franklin H. Giddings, an American sociologist, in his
consciousness of kind theory, stated in substance that
people tend to associate with other people of their own
kind. Emile Durkheim, a French sociologist, called it a
"sameness." According to some of the answers given to cer¬
tain questions by the respondents, these groups are no ex¬
ception to this theory. When asked, "On a two-man assignment,
who would you rather work with?", 17 policemen in Newark and
23 in Atlanta said they preferred to work with another Negro
and only 8 policemen in Newark and 2 in Atlanta said they
had no special preference either way. They were also asked,
"At the present time, do you think there should be more
blacks on the Newark and Atlanta police forces?" All 25
policemen in both cities replied "yes" to this question.
When asked, "In general, do you think that a Negro patrol¬
man should be assigned to a Negro neighborhood?", 14 police¬
men in Newark and 20 policemen in Atlanta replied "yes" and
11 policemen in Newark and 5 in Atlanta replied "no." The
general reason given in both cities by those who said "yes"
was that a black policeman could help the neighborhood because
usually he would know more about the community problems than a
white policeman; and, his rapport would be better. The
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policemen, who answered "no" to this question in both cities
generally felt that a policeman should be assigned wherever
needed and not confined to certain areas because of color.
In an effort to find out how policemen treat law
violators, the two groups were asked, "Which of the follow¬
ing statements would you agree with?"
1. Negro policemen are easier with Negro violators
than with white.
2. Negro policemen are more strict with Negroes than
with white.
3. Negro policemen treat both Negro and white vio¬
lators equally.
Nine policemen in Newark and 4 in Atlanta agreed with the
first statement; 4 policemen in Newark and 3 in Atlanta
agreed with the second statement; and, 12 policemen in Newark
and 18 in Atlanta agreed with the last statement.
Newark and Atlanta black policemen were asked to
express their likes and dislikes about the Newark and Atlanta
Police Departments, and law enforcement in general. These
questions were asked in an effort to find out if there were
criticisms or praises for the departments by either group.
The following statements made by Newark and Atlanta black
policemen best characterize the responses made to the above
questions.
Newark Policemen's Responses
Negro policemen are not treated fairly when it comes to
getting the better details or assignments. Detectives
are not chosen on the basis of examinations or investi¬
gative capabilities, but strictly by appointments.
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Sometimes, Negro citizens are not given equal treatment
by white policemen in certain circumstances. Members
of the affluent society are given prompt and usually
better service than less fortunate citizens.
I am pleased to be associated with the great majority
of Newark police officers. We have good equipment and
an extremely good Emergency Bureau (although I don't
like the fact that no Negro officers are assigned there),
and most of our superior officers are good, fair men.
Law enforcement is a fine field of work. I feel that
a great deal of work is needed in the area of training
police officers about people, and not just teaching
about criminals.
I think th at th
changes to b rin
ti on. In short
to aid the gene
f eel they are b
e Newark Police Department is undergoing
g more professionalism into the occupa-
, law enforcement gives you an opportunity
ral public even in cases where they don't
eing helped.
I dislike the very obvious "double standard" and the
fact that the only way you can be assured of a position
that you want is to be of some other ethnic group. I
think that the judiciary should impose more strenuous
sentences on law offenders to aid the police. Also,
the law maker should do more to help, not hinder, law
enforcement officers.
Can attain self-pride in your work and self-satisfaction.
Very bias.
Here is where a person can honestly put himself into his
work and to do the work some good by conducting himself
squarely with his fellow man.
Law enforcement in general is not keeping the peace
with criminals, plus the courts are not issuing enough





law enforcement because it gives me a chance
some of the people in the community. It als
one's scope on the happenings of the world




racial problems that I think might be overcome by the
Negro himself working together with his brothers to
obtain this goal.
I dislike the pay we receive. This department is $1,500
to $2,000 behind cities with the same population and
crime rate. The courts are too easy with the criminal
today. You arrest a person today for a crime and he
will be on the street tomorrow committing the same crime
over again.
Law enforcement in general is fine, except all aspects
of it is controlled by politicians. As for Newark the
Department is run, controlled and governed by several
politicians and the police, white and black, can only
do what they want.
At the present time, I cannot think of one thing that I
like about the Newark Police Department and if I could
find another job with the same salary, I would resign
tomorrow. After the above statement you may think I'm
bitter about racial uprises and court decisions. No.
I'm sick of working in a white department and a colored
department, and the way Negro police officers are treated.
The Newark Police Department is politically inspired.
The only way to move up is by whom you know. You have
to be a stooge and kiss ass. Law enforcement is only
enforced against those who can't maneuver or those who
can't buy their freedom or don't know any influential
person.
Colored policemen feel that they have many substantiated
grievances, be they detectives or patrolmen. But because
of the threat of possible political reprimands, they
suppress them. I am speaking for only Newark. Whatever
his rank, or position, he does not enjoy the freedom of
his white counter-parts.
What I like most about the Newark Police Department and
law enforcement is that the work is not repetitious or
boring. They pay good, but for the duties performed
they should pay better. I get a chance to meet people,
advise them and help them. (Sometimes, hurt them too,
but good outweighs the bad.) Also with proper prepara¬
tion, you can advance yourself.
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What I dislike most is the politics within the depart¬
ment. Without a "good break" downtown, you can be
walking the beat until....or if you do, maybe sergeant.
And when you do, you can be assigned some out of the
way hole with nothing to do. It's all "who you know"
when it comes to making transfers or assignments. This
causes a lot of foot-licking from some policemen to the
guys in city hall.
Atlanta Policemen's Responses
As being a member of Atlanta Police Department, I think
we have one of the best Police Departments in the U.S.
I found from visiting other cities Atlanta police are
more 1) courteous, 2) qualified, have better supervision
and under more restriction than in most cities which
make a better policeman. I like law enforcement work
because I can help people in several ways such as protect¬
ing their life and property, counseling, advising, and
arresting those that violate the laws and rights of others
I mostly dislike the way the department makes promotions;
dislike having to work 44 hours per week; dislike the
pay. I dislike law enforcement because it being as
hazardous as it is and the large number of citizens having
little respect for law enforcement officers, and the grow¬
ing number of young people that have little respect for
law and order.
About law enforcement in general I like the confidence
and respect that I have gained from people that have an
open mind about policemen and don't judge all policemen
by the acts of a few.
About the Atlanta Police Department, I like the general
attitude of the men toward one another. It is only in
rare instances where one police will act indifferent
toward another in our department. Also we have some
wonderful superior officers, we also have a few "rats"
as superior officers also.
The so-called Promotional Examinations; The step from
a patrolman to a detective is an oral interview. A
patrolman is asked only two or three questions. Some¬
times these questions are in no way related to law enforce
ment. I was once advised that I was qualified, but was
rejected because I wasn't dressed properly for the exami¬
nation. Everyone was under the impression that it was
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going to be a written examination. So I dressed casual,
but neat and clean as I always dress. So it was three
years later before I was promoted. Also no matter what
type exams you have or will have at the police department
here the favorites will always come out on top or have
you noticed that when the Board of Aldermen speak of
strictly civil service exams our chief of police flatly
rejects the idea. In law enforcement in general I dis¬
like the general public's attitude toward all policemen.
1. Cooperation between Negro and white policemen;
2. The general fairness of the administration;
3. The quick response to "officer need help" calls;
4. The respect that Atlanta Police Dept, receives from
the general public;
5. The continuity of work and pay;
6. Seldom, if ever any overtime work required (of patrol¬
men) ;
7. The benefits received, such as vacation time (20 days
yearly) hospitalization insurance, etc. I think law
enforcement is very necessary and I like it.
The limitation of hours (18 per week) permitted t
extra jobs during off duty time.
I am not too fond of the promotional system in th
enough consideration is given written exams and s
On law enforcement in general, I dislike the fact
provisions are available for compensating witness
spend time off jobs to testify in courts, and as
we get more apathy and less cooperation from the
public. Also I dislike the "too slow" process of















- and relations among its members,
by the Crime Prevention Bureau toward a
building good relations between police
given by other agencies--and the thought
line of juvenile offenders.
1. Salaries are low; 2. Manpower shortage;




It ' s a position which is classified in society.
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My dislikes are in thre
I. Seniority rule - is
Police Department. If
I think the senior man
officer can come on one
car, whereas a Negro wi




a man has more
should have pr
month and get
th two years s
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eniority has to poun
become more looked
d
II. Positions - are limited to Negroes, whereas the white
policeman can transfer to any division (Motorcycle, High¬
way accident car. Traffic accident cars. Day K-9 corps).
It is closed - shut out to the Negro who is just as quali¬
fied and capable of handling the same jobs with just as
much diplomacy.
III. Pay Scale - is another dislike of mine. The pol
man has one of the toughest criticized jobs a person c
have, he's jeered and hated by the citizens (respectab
as well as the common criminal. He has to pay rent or
house notes, buy groceries, pay utilities, car notes,
furniture notes, doctor bills, etc., and $150.00 every






(Also the word Nigger is used too much in the Police Dept,
and over the police radios. We don't use Cracker. We
use white male.)
Don't have any particular preferences about the job. Have
to work somewhere.
Racial prejudice still exists in promotion and duties.
In general what I like most about the Atlanta Police
Dept, and law enforcement is the security of one's job
and also the opportunity to assist in the preservation
of law and order.
I dislike the hazards and public hostility of police en¬
forcement, I dislike the long-term assignments to the
morning watch (11:30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m.). The low pay
and long hours.
Friends, learning experience, money, some status, pride,
some chance for promotion.
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Do not get enough good assignments, not enough money,
superiors not always fair although he is most of the
time .
I have no particular likes or dislikes for the depart¬
ment. It’s like any other department--a Negro has to be
three times as good to get what whites get.
I like to think at the end of each day that I’ve helped
some citizen of this city and of the state of Georgia.
We at different times have the occasion to work on murders
where there are no witnesses, just a body. I enjoy getting
started from nothing and finally bringing the killer to
justice. This experience I feel prepares an officer to
investigate more complicated matters when they arise.
This also gives an officer a chance to learn a lot of law
by trying these type cases in the superior court.
I’ve no gripe about the Atlanta Police Department except
that the pay is low and the hours are long.
I like most working with the people in different communi¬
ties. During my short time in law enforcement I have
contact with various types and interest people. As a
whole I like my job and it’s work (sic).
There isn’t anything major that I dislike - I feel though
that some policy could be changed. That is, since I am
a firm believer in Integration that Negro and white offi¬
cers should patrol together in patrol cars, etc. And
assigned to each and every district throughout the city.
This I believe in due time will somewhat help some of our
problems that we are having today.
The thing I like most about the Atlanta police department
is the wonderful police training school it has and the
large amount of facilities and information it has to offer.
The thing I like most about law enforcement is having the
opportunity to hold one of the most responsible, difficult,
challenging jobs around. Another thing I like most about
law enforcement, and every other sincere officer should
be thankful to have the opportunity to protect the public,
preserve the peace, and keep the good harmony of our
society.
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The thing that I dislike most about Atlanta police depart¬
ment is its system of promotion. I also dislike the
remaining few discriminatory practices. And I know that
practically all Atlanta policemen dislike the pay scale
of the Atlanta Police Department, and the benefits that
are offered to his family in case of his death. The pay
scale for law enforcement in general is very low consider¬
ing the risk and the dangers involved. The thing that I
dislike most about law enforcement is harsh treatment that
law officers receive from the public. I have often seen
the unnecessary and bad verbal and physical treatment from
the public turn a very good and competent officer into a
bad officer.
The integrating of 2 of the watches
The pay is not too good.
The insurance is good.
The road to discrimination has not been destroyed, it is
still practiced on the force. White policemen receive
more promotions than Negro. Negro women who are employe
as matrons work as turnkey as the policemen do while whl
matrons work only as matrons. Therefore more work is pi




The Negro officers and policemen do hard and dirty assign¬
ment work and the white policemen get the credit.
When asked, "What social class do you consider yourself?",
19 policemen in each city (76 per cent) replied middle class;
4 policemen (16 per cent) replied lower class; and 2 police¬
men (8 per cent) replied that they were in the upper class.
Table 15 reveals how the policemen in both cities spent
their leisure time. Sixty-four per cent of the Newark police¬
men and 36 per cent of Atlanta policemen spent a lot of time
with their families. Seventy-two per cent of the Newark police¬
men and 64 per cent of the Atlanta policemen spent a lot of
their time watching television Eighty per cent in Newark and
76 per cent in Atlanta listen to music often. Ninety-six per
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION IN LEISURE ACTIVITIES
OF POLICEMEN IN NEWARK AND ATLANTA
Participation Participation
Leisure Often Seldom Never Total Of ten Seldom Never Total
Activities
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num-- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent her cent
Newark A11 an t a
Movies 12 48.0 12 48.0 1 04.0 25 100.0 7 28.0 14 56.0 4 16.0 25 100.0
Family
outings 16 64.0 7 28.0 2 08.0 25 100.0 9 36.0 8 32.0 8 32.0 25 100.0
Baseball
games 8 32.0 15 60.0 2 08.0 25 100.0 8 32.0 15 56.0 3 12.0 25 100.0
Night clubs 10 40.0 15 60.0 0 00.0 25 100.0 3 12.0 14 56.0 8 32.0 25 100.0
Cultural
events 7 28.0 16 64.0 2 08.0 25 100.0 3 12.0 16 64.0 6 24.0 25 100.0
Watching
television 18 72.0 7 28.0 0 00.0 25 100.0 16 64.0 8 32.0 1 04.0 25 100.0
Reading 24 96.0 1 04.0 0 00.0 25 100.0 22 88.0 3 12.0 0 00.0 25 100.0
Bowling 8 32.0 10 40.0 7 28.0 25 100.0 8 32.0 8 32.0 9 36.0 25 100.0
Tennis 4 16.0 14 56.0 7 28.0 25 100.0 10 40.0 14 56.0 1 04.0 25 100.0
Camping and
fishing 10 40.0 11 44.0 4 16.0 25 100.0 2 08.0 14 56.0 9 36.0 25 100.0
Picnicking 6 24.0 17 68.0 2 08.0 25 100.0 4 16.0 14 56.0 7 28.0 25 100.0
Swimming 7 28.0 13 52.0 5 20.0 25 100.0 5 20.0 14 56.0 6 24.0 25 100.0
Dances 11 44.0 12 48.0 2 08.0 25 100.0 14 56.0 9 36.0 2 08.0 25 100.0
Card games 9 36.0 10 40.0 6 24.0 25 100.0 9 36.0 9 36.0 7 28.0 25 100.0
Lis tening
to music 20 80.0 5 20.0 0 00.0 25 100.0 19 76.0 2 08.0 4 16.0 25 100.0
sug-
cent of the Newark policemen and 88 per cent of the Atlanta
policemen read newspapers and magazines often. This might
gest that both groups are well informed on current events,
particularly in their respective cities. A majority of the
policemen in both cities seldom participated in the leisure
activities of picnicking, cultural events, night clubs, base¬
ball games, tennis, and swimming.
The questionnaire revealed that the policemen in both
cities subscribed to a variety of magazines and newspapers.
Those newspapers and magazines most frequently subscribed to in
both cities were; New York Times, Newark Evening News, Newark
Star Ledger, Saturday Evening Post, Ebony, Life. Newsweek,
Look. Afro-American. Jet, Reader's Digest. Atlanta Daily World,
and Atlanta Constitution. The questionnaire also revealed
that both groups subscribed to periodicals devoted to serious
writing on political, social, and cultural topics. The police¬
men were asked to list the most important books in their li¬
braries. In so doing, the following books appeared on each
man's list in both cities: encyclopedias, dictionaries, novels,
and the Bible. The subject matter areas which invariably
appeared on each man's list were law enforcement, social science,
and Negro History.
According to the responses given, neither did not spend
very much time participating in community organizational activi¬
ties. Only 7 policemen in Newark and 5 in Atlanta belonged to
organized activities, such as the Young Men's Christian
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Association, Boys' Club, Parents and Teachers Association,
Boy Scouts, and Black Club. Some men in Newark belonged to
the Fifty Precinct Community Council, and the Newark Judo
and Karate Club; and, two members belonged to the Policemen's
Benevolent Association (PBA), a national organization.
All of the policemen in both cities said they were
registered voters. Nineteen policemen in Newark and 21 in
Atlanta were affiliated with the Democratic Party. The other
6 policemen in Newark and 4 in Atlanta did not indicate their
party preference. Table 16 shows the frequency with which
these two groups of policemen participated in elections.
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCIES WITH WHICH TWENTY-FIVE
POLICEMEN PARTICIPATE IN ELECTIONS














N^ A^ N A N A N A N A N A
National
Elections 25 25 100.0 100.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 .
County
Elections 21 20 84.0 80.0 4 5 16.0 20.0 0 0 0.0 0 .
City
Elections 23 21 92.0 84.0 2 4 8.0 16.0 0 0 0.0 0 .
Bond
Issues 19 15 76.0 60.0 4 10 16.0 40.0 2 0 8.0 0 .
^Newark
^Atlanta
The table indicated that most of the policemen were very
active in political affairs in both Newark and Atlanta.
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Table 17 reveals the annual contributions made by black
policemen in Newark and Atlanta to various organizations and
institutions. As shown in the table, no policemen in Newark
contributed to the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee,
and in both cities very little was contributed to the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference or the Congress of Racial
Equality. Most of the contributions were made to social clubs
and groups and Atlanta’s policemen contributed heavily to edu¬
cation. Though not shown in the table, each policeman in Newark
gave an average of $76.65 to various organizations and Atlanta's
policemen gave an average of $68 to various organizations.
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO VARIOUS






Social Clubs and Groups
(lodges, fraternities.
$ 100 $1,673^







United Appeal 107 119
Church 200 425
Other 206 300
^It is assumed that some of Atlanta’s policemen in¬
cluded educational expenses for their children as making a
contribution to education.
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Finally, the Bronze Shield organization has increased
from an initial 8 members to a total of 60 members today.
This is almost half the total number of blacks in the Newark
Police Department. At the same time, having donated nearly
$10,000 to worthy charities, the organization's treasury
today is in the neighborhood of $5,000 to $6,000. Now, firmly
established in the eyes of the public and the police depart¬
ment administration, the Bronze Shields are an integral part
of the Newark Police Department and of the local community,
Atlanta's black policemen have also made tremendous gains
since the first ones were employed in 1948.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Interpretation of findings from such small samples
must be made with caution. However, a small sample of people
studied thoroughly, as has been done here, may provide sig¬
nificant information about the total populations. The research
reported in the preceding pages has sought to describe, charac¬
terize and compare the membership of the black Newark police¬
men and the black Atlanta policemen. This researcher also
sought to remedy the existing lack of essential information
concerning this occupational group, with special emphasis on
making available to the public useful information heretofore
unavailable about Newark's black policemen and Atlanta's black
policemen.
This researcher has examined and compared selected so¬
cial and personal characteristics of the Newark and Atlanta
black policemen.
The investigation of the Newark and the Atlanta black
policemen revolved around these questions;
1. What are the age, marital status and socio¬
economic characteristics of these groups?
2. What is the level of academic training attained




3. What are some of the motivational factors which
induced them to enter the field of law enforce¬
ment?
4. How satisfied are the two groups with their
occupations ?
5. How frequently do black policemen arrest white
offenders as compared to black offenders?
6. What high honors have black members of these
police departments received and what prestigious
positions have they held or hold in their
respective cities or elsewhere?
7. What specific social activities and civic affairs
are these policemen engaged in?
8. What do these two groups like and dislike most
about the Newark Police Department and the Atlanta
Police Department, and law enforcement in general?
9. What are the similarities and differences of
duties performed and problems encountered by
these two groups?
The 25 male respondents studied in each group ranged
in age from 21 to 44. A majority were concentrated in what
is generally thought of as the most productive age group.
The median age for the Newark group was 32 years as compared
to 34 years for the Atlanta group. Seventy-six per cent in
Newark were 35 years of age or less and the remaining 24 per
cent were 44 years of age or less. In Atlanta, 44 per cent
were 36 years of age or more.
Of the 25 respondents in Newark, 84 per cent were
married, 8 per cent were single, and 8 per cent were divorced.
None of the respondents were widowed or separated. The mean
age for the Newark group at first marriage was 21.4 years.
Only 2 policemen had been married more than once and these 2
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members were in their second marriage. All of the respond¬
ents, except 2, were married after their twentieth birthday.
The exceptions were married at 18 years of age. Ninety-one
per cent of the group were married on or before their twenty-
fifth birthday, and the remaining 9 per cent were married by
the time they were 30 years of age. Of the 25 respondents
in Atlanta, only 48 per cent were married, 36 per cent were
single, and 8 per cent were divorced and widowed. The mean
age of marriage was 26.1 for the Atlanta group. Only 2
policemen were married before their twenty-first birthday.
They were married at 17. Forty-eight per cent were married
between their twenty-sixth and thirtieth birthdays and 36
per cent were married before they were 25.
Forty-eight per cent of the Newark policemen in this
sample were born in New Jersey. Eight members, or 66.7 per
cent, of these were born in Newark. The remaining 52 per
cent of the sample are distributed among 7 states. Of the
8 states represented, 5 of them are southern states. A
greater percentage of the older members (30 years or over)
were born in the South, as compared to the younger members
(30 years or younger), proportionately more of whom were born
in the North. Seventy-two per cent of Atlanta's black police¬
men were born in the State of Georgia. The remaining 28 per
cent were born in Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina. A
large percentage of policemen born outside Atlanta were born
in rural areas.
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The populations of the towns and cities in which both
groups were born ranged from approximately 2,000 for Ellaville,
Georgia, to approximately 600,000 for Metropolitan Buffalo,
New York. The median population for all cities and towns
represented was 30,000.
All of the married policemen in both groups had chil¬
dren. No policemen in either group had more than 4 children.
The mean number of children was 2.4 for each of Newark’s
policemen and 2.2 for Atlanta’s. Forty-three per cent of
Newark’s married policemen had 2 children each, 30 per cent
had 3 children each, and 27 per cent of the policemen had
only 1 each. The median age for the "oldest" child was 8
years and the median age for the "youngest" child was 4 years
in Newark and 10.7 years and 6.2 years respectively for those
categories. Only 2 policemen in the Atlanta group had as
many as 4 children.
The family is the first group that a person knows
and it forms a community for those who live therein. Most
of the policemen in both groups came from medium size families,
i.e., where the mean number of children was 3. One policeman
in Newark and 4 in Atlanta came from families with 10 or more
children; and, 5 Newark and 3 Atlanta policemen were "the
only child" in their families.
A comparison of the grade levels attained by the police¬
men, their wives, and their parents revealed the following;
the Newark policemen attained a mean grade level of 12.8, as
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compared to 12.6 for their wives; 9.7 for their mothers; and,
9.1 for their fathers. All of the members finished high
school (which was a prerequisite for joining the Newark Police
Force). Atlanta had 1 policeman who did not complete high
school. In all cases, Atlanta's policemen have had more for¬
mal training than their wives or parents which is not the
case in Newark. Twenty-eight per cent of the Newark group
studied beyond high school. Of those Newark policemen who
attended college, only 2 majored in police science as compared
to no Atlanta policemen with this major. Two Newark policemen
majored in elementary education, 1 in political and social
science, 1 in psychology, 1 in mathematics, and 1 in business
administration. Seven Atlanta policemen listed criminology
as their major and only 2 had taken courses in police science
and administration. Seven policemen in Newark and 4 in Atlanta
said they had taken at least 1 course in the following: crimi¬
nology, police administration, human behavior, and psychology.
A majority of the policemen in both groups who took 1 of these
courses said that they had been useful in carrying out their
assignments. However, 1 policeman in Newark said the courses
had not been useful to him in his present position.
Eighty per cent of the policemen in each group said
they wanted to return to school for further study. A large
percentage of the policemen in each group finished elementary
and high school in the state of their birth, but less often
in the same town. This was particularly true of 2 of Atlanta's
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policemen. Of the 9 Newark policemen who attended college,
5 attended in New Jersey. The other 4 attended predominantly
Negro colleges in their home states or in neighboring states.
Four of the 9 policemen attended state-supported colleges and
5 attended private colleges. A majority of Atlanta’s black
policemen who attended college did so in the Atlanta University
Center. Fifty-six per cent of the Newark policemen and 40
per cent of Atlanta's policemen had traveled abroad. Most
of this traveling occurred while the policemen were in the
armed services.
Contrary to the generalization of many sociologists,
participants in this study received an average of 2 months
more formal school training than their wives. In all cases,
policemen in both cities had attained educational levels
that equalled or excelled that of either of their parents.
The policemen in each city received a mean of about 3 years
and 4 months more formal school training than the mean grade
level of both parents combined.
Forty-four per cent of the parents of Newark police¬
men were classified as laborers as compared to 16 per cent
in Atlanta. Fifteen of the fathers were listed in this cate¬
gory as compared to only 7 mothers in Newark and 8 fathers in
Atlanta were so classified. Thirteen parents were professional
workers. Only 1 father in Newark and none in Atlanta had been
a policeman. A comparison of the occupations of parents and
their offspring revealed a definite trend in upward mobility.
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A large percentage of both groups of policemen were
affiliated with the religion with which their parents identi¬
fied. Sixty-four per cent of the Newark policemen and the
same percentage of parents were affiliated with the Baptist
faith. In comparison, 52 per cent of Atlanta's policemen and
68 per cent of their parents were of the same faith. Four
people in each group chose Methodist as their religious pref¬
erence. Only 1 respondent in each group professed a faith
different from that of his parents'. The majority of the
policemen who had attained 2 or more years of college listed
as their religion a denomination other than the traditional
Baptist and Methodist. The same trend was found among the
parents. Neither group was very active in church activities
because they stated that their work shifts usually interfered
with attending and participating in church activities. How¬
ever, 4 members held church offices and 1 member attended church
every Sunday.
A variety of factors encouraged these policemen to
enter the field of law enforcement. But, financial gain was
by far the prime motivating factor for both groups to enter
the field. It was listed as a major Influence 27 times.
Encouragement from other policemen was the next most fre¬
quently listed motivational factor. The financial gain was
disappointing to some policemen because they had to find
part-time jobs to supplement their income from the police
department. Four policemen in Newark and 1 in Atlanta
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said they earned over $3,500 annually from their part-time
jobs. Thirty-two per cent of the policemen in Newark earned
between $5,600 and $7,500 annually from the Police Depart¬
ment as compared to 15 black policemen in Atlanta. The
other 68 per cent in Newark earned between $7,600 and $9,500
as compared to only 1 policeman in Atlanta. These salaries
represented an increase of $500 to $1,000 from when these
policemen first began working with their respective police
departments.
Sixty per cent of the Newark policemen had been on
the force for 6 years or less as comapred to 44 per cent in
the same category for Atlanta. Only 1 policeman in Newark
and 2 in Atlanta had as little as 1 year's service. The
remaining 40 per cent in Newark had between 7 and 15 years
of service. Only 5 policemen in the remaining 40 per cent
had 10 or more years of service. The median number of years
that black Newark policemen had served on the Newark police
force was 5 years as compared to 4 years for the Atlanta
group. Sixty per cent of these had less than 9 years of
service and the remaining 40 per cent had served 10 to 18
years. Fifty-six per cent of the policemen in each city
said their relationship with their friends had not changed
since becoming a policeman, with the majority confirming
the statement made by one member: "A police officer soon
finds that, like the criminal, his friends are usually his
own kind."
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Eighty per cent of the Newark policemen had the rank
of patrolman. There were 4 detectives and 1 sergeant. There
was only 1 lieutenant in the Atlanta group, 3 detectives, and
1 sergeant. Forty per cent of the policemen in Newark said
they were satisfied with their present positions and 60 per
cent said they were not satisfied. These figures were just
the reverse in Atlanta. However, 32 per cent of the police¬
men in each city said that they would choose the same career
again if given the chance; 44 per cent said they would not;
and, 24 per cent were undecided.
Five Newark policemen said they preferred working
in a "Negro neighborhood," 10 members said they preferred
"in a racially mixed neighborhood," and 10 members had "no
special preference." The majority of Atlanta's black police¬
men indicated they preferred working in a black neighborhood.
Eighteen policemen in Newark said they worked "frequently"
with white policemen while 7 members said they "seldom"
worked with white policemen. The majority of Atlanta's
black policemen said they seldom work with white policemen.
The Newark policemen made an average of 3.8 arrests
per week each. Eighty-six per cent of these arrests were
of black violators and 14 per cent were of white violators.
The Atlanta policemen said 99 per cent of their arrests were
black violators. All of the Newark policemen said they had
worked in communities where there were white families at one
time or another. However, some members had worked in such
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situations more often than others. Very few Atlanta police¬
men indicated they had ever worked in a white neighborhood.
Eighty per cent of the policemen in Newark and 60
per cent in Atlanta had received honors or citations from
the Police Department for outstanding work in the area of
law enforcement, but 20 per cent in Newark and 40 per cent
in Atlanta had never received such recognition.
Twenty black Newark policemen and all of Atlanta's
said they usually rode with another Negro policeman when
they were assigned to a two-man patrol car, and 5 usually
rode with a non-Negro policeman. Five policemen in each
city had received promotions, usually from patrolman to
detective. Ten policemen in each city had been disciplined
at one time or another by the police department, usually
for breaking departmental rules.
A majority of the policemen in both cities said
that Negro policemen related well to each other, but not
as well to policemen of other ethnic groups.
Six policemen in Newark and 5 in Atlanta felt that
promotion should be based on performance. Eight policemen
in Newark and 10 in Atlanta felt that they should be based
on examinations, and 11 in Newark and 10 in Atlanta thought
promotions should be based on both performance and examinations.
All 25 policemen in each city felt that there should
be more Negro policemen on the police forces. Fourteen police¬
men in Newark and 20 in Atlanta felt that Negro policemen
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should be assigned to Negro neighborhoods; and, 11 in Newark
and 5 in Atlanta thought otherwise.
A majority of the policemen in each city thought that
they were middle class and most of them had attained the
standards for Negro middle class set up by society.
Neither group spent very much time participating in
community organizational activities. Only 7 policemen in
Newark and 5 in Atlanta were affiliated with such organiza¬
tions. Two policemen in Newark had joined the nationally
organized Policemen's Benevolent Association. A majority
of the policemen in each city participated regularly in
elections and annually contributed on an average of $75.65
and $68.00 respectively to organizations.
Inquiries into leisure-time activities of the two
groups revealed that a large percentage of them spent a lot
of time with their families in various activities. Police¬
men in both cities also spent a lot of their time watching
television and listening to music. A majority of the police¬
men seldom participated in the leisure activities of picnick¬
ing, attending cultural events, attending night clubs,
attending baseball games, playing tennis, and swimming.
Finally, there was no great admiration for the Newark
Police Department among the Bronze Shield Members nor the
Atlanta black policemen. The reason most often given was
that of a bad work situation which included low pay, dis¬
crimination, bias and unfair treatment, and dirty politics.
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The following statements from Behind The Shield best sum¬
marizes what the researcher has tried to convey about
policemen and police departments in general.
The police in large cities have retained many of their
customs and much of their organizational structure
almost unchanged from the Gaslight Era, when the people
in town houses viewed the patrolman literally as a
public servant, and the people in tenements saw him as
one of their own. Every political club had its ombudsman.
The automobile had not yet made the average citizen into
a petty criminal. He could generally be counted on to
side with law-enforcement, but the policeman's personal
power over him was checked by his ability to control the
policeman or to reach those who could.
Today's policemen are probably less brutal, more honest,
and more devoted to duty than their occupational an¬
cestors under the gas lights. But there is hardly any
large segment of the public with whom they stand on
really good terms.
Policing may turn out to be another social responsibility
too important to be left to professionals. The existing
system is unable to maintain order in the streets, let
alone cope with organized and unorganized crime. The
need for innovation is unmistakable; the will to inno¬
vate, Niederhoffer tells us, is almost entirely lacking.^








I am student from Atlanta University Department
of Sociology, Atlanta, Georgia, working toward the
Master of Arts Degree. With the cooperation of the Newark
and Atlanta Police Departments, I am conducting a study
entitled "A Comparison of Selected Social Characteristics
of Black Policemen in a Northern and a Southern City," as
part of the requirements for my degree.
Little or no research has been done on Newark's or
Atlanta's black policemen before. It is my objective in
this research, with your cooperation, to remedy this short¬
coming. I am kindly asking your cooperation in filling out
this questlonnalre--the purpose of which is to find out as
much as possible about each black policeman in these two
cities without actually knowing who the policeman is. All
information given will be kept strictly confidential. Your
name is not necessary. My only request is that you give me
your answers as honestly and as accurately as you can.
The Bronze Shields and Atlanta's black policemen
will receive a copy of the final thesis .








( ) Single ( ) Divorced ( ) Separated
( ) Married ( ) Widowed
3. Age at marriage:
4. If you have been married more than once, how many
times ?
5. Place of birth: City _State
6. Approximate size of your birthplace:
7. Number of children: ^Age of oldest:
Age of youngest:
8. How many children did your parents have?
9. How long have you lived in (Newark) (Atlanta)?
10. If you live in a house, are you: ( ) buying( )renting
11. If you are buying or own your home, what is its approxi¬
mate value? $
12. Do you own an automobile? ( ) Yes ( ) No
Year and make: Value: $







14. Information on spouse: Age Education
Annual earnings: $ Occupation:
15. Education of parents;
Grades completed or degrees earned by mother;
Grades completed or degrees earned by father:
16. If you attended college, what was your major?
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17. Have you ever taken courses in criminology, police ad¬
ministration, human behavior, or psychology? If yes,
please circle them.
18. If you have taken any of these courses , how helpful were
they to you in perf orming your present duties ?
( ) extreme ly useful; ( ) useful; ( ) not useful
19 . Do you plan to do further study? ( ) Yes; ( ) No
What area?






21. The college you attended was; ( ) State; ( ) Private
22. Have you ever traveled abroad? ( ) Yes; ( ) No
If yes, what countries?
23. Position in your last graduating class;
( ) upper 1/3; ( ) middle 1/3; ( ) lower
24. Did you hold a job while in school? ( ) Yes
25 . Leadership experience while in school;
( ) Class president ( ) Member of s
( ) Student body president ( ) Captain of
) No
( ) Other (specify)
26. If employed, what is your father's principal occupation?
CM If retired or deceased, please list father's
when he was working.
occupation
00CM If employed, what is your mother's principal occupation ?
29 . If retired or deceased, please list mother's
when she was working.
occupation
30. Religious affiliation of your parents;
( ) Baptist ( ) Methodist
( ) Seven Day Adventist ( ) Presbyterian
( ) Episcopalian ( ) Catholic
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31,
( ) Congregationalist (
Your religious preference:
( ) Baptist (
( ) Congregationalist (
( ) Presbyterian (
( ) Other (specify)
) Other (specify)
) Methodist




Your monthly church attendance
( ) once ( ) twice ( ) three ( ) four
Does your job interfere with your attending church?
( ) Yes; ( ) No If so, please explain:
34.
35.



















motivated you to enter the
ase rank these categories a
were to you by writing 1 f
It is not necessary to fi
play any part in influencin
Encouragement from friends
Encouragement from family








Staunch concern for the pr
To serve your community
Other (specify)
( ) Yes ( ) No
f le Id of law en f or cement?
cc ording to h ow important
or f irst, 2 f or s econd,
11 a 11 sp aces if th ey did





in the legal professions
eservation of law and order
36. If you have sources of income other than working with the
police department, please describe the source or job and
approximate annual Income from it.
37. Income from po
( ) less than
( ) $3,600 -
( ) $5,600 -
( ) $7,600 -













ome from police department as checked above is
e pay per year now than when you began working
ar tment?
) $100 - $200
) $200 - $400
) $400 - $600 ( ) $800 -







How long have you worked with the (Newark) (Atlanta)
Police Department?
Have you ever worked as a policeman in any other city?
( ) Yes ( ) No
Has your relationship with your friends and associates
changed since becoming a policeman? ( ) Yes ( ) No
If yes, please explain.
What is your present rank or position on the police force?
Are you satisfied with your present position?
( ) Yes ( ) No
If you had complete freedom of choice of occupations when
young, would you have chosen police work?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Undecided
If you had complete freedom of choice of an occupation,
would you still choose police work?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Undecided
Please explain your answer.
If you were given your choice of district assignments,
would you:
( ) like to work in a white neighborhood
( ) like to work in a Negro neighborhood
( ) like to work in a racially mixed neighborhood
( ) have no special preference
How often have you worked with white policemen?
( ) frequently ( ) seldom ( ) never
Approximately what percentage of arrests in your district
involve:
Negro violators %; White violators %
Approximately how many arrests do you average per week?
How often have you worked in neighborhoods where there
were white families?
( ) often ( ) occasionally ( ) never
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51. Have you ever received
police department? (




or citation within the
) No; If yes, how many
them?
52. If you are presently assigned to a patrol car or other
vehicle, do you (when riding two in a car) usually ride
with another Negro policeman?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Frequently ( ) Seldom
53. Have you ever been promoted? ( ) Yes ( ) No
If yes, from to
54. Have you ever been demoted? ( ) Yes ( ) No
If yes, from to
55. Has the police department ever had reasons to use disci¬
plinary actions against you? ( ) Yes ( ) No
If yes, explain.
56. How do Negro patrolmen relate to each other
( ) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor
57. Which do you prefer to have jurisdiction over you?
( ) Negro officer ( ) White officer ( ) Either
58. Do you think promotions in the police department should












assignment, would you rather work
Negro ( ) white
special preference either way
opinion on this point
with;
60. At the present
Negroes on the
time, do you think there should
force? ( ) Yes; ( ) No; ( )
be more
No opinion.
61. In general, do you think that a Negro patrolman should be





Which of the following statemen
( ) Negro policemen are easier
with whites.
( ) Negro policemen are more s
with whites.
( ) Negro policemen treat both
equally.
What do you like most about the
Department and law enforcement
Please elaborate.
ts would you agr ee wi th?
wi th Negro v iolato rs than
tri ct with Ne gro es than
Ne gro and wh ite violators
(N ewark) (At Ian ta) Police
in general?
64. What do you dislike most about the (Newark) (Atlanta)








How often do you participate in the f o flowing activities ?
Movies ( ) of ten ( ) seldom ( ) never
Baseball games ( ) of ten ( ) seldom ( ) never
Family outings ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Night clubs ( ) of ten ( ) seldom ( ) never
Cultural events ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Watching television ( ) of ten ( ) seldom ( ) never
Reading newspapers
and magazines ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Bowling ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Tennis ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Camping and fishing ( ) of ten ( ) seldom ( ) never
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Picnicking ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Swimming ( ) of ten ( ) seldom ( ) never
Dances ( ) of ten ( ) seldom ( ) never
Card games ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Listening to music ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
Other (please list) ( ) often ( ) seldom ( ) never
67. Please list newspapers and magazines that you subscribe
to in your home?
Newspapers Magazines
68. Most important books
( ) Encyclopedias
( ) Science
( ) Law Enforcement






( ) Social Science
( ) Novels















71. Are you a registered voter? ( ) Yes ( ) No
72 . Political party affiliation:
( ) Republican ( ) Democ rat ( ) Other
73. How frequently do you participate in the following e lect ions ?
National elections ( ) regularly ( ) occasionally ( ) never
City elections ( ) regularly ( ) occasionally ( ) never
County elections ( ) regularly ( ) occasionally ( ) never
Bond issues ( ) regularly ( ) occasionally ( ) never





















NEWS ABOUT THE BRONZE SHIELDS*
Did you know that
In 1958-59 Negro police officers formed the Bronze
Shields, Inc., to bring about a fraternal
bond among the Negro members of the Newark
Police Department.1960 Bronze Shields donated $200 to worthy
charities and distributed 50 baskets of
food at Christmas to needy families.1961 Bronze Shields donated $200 to Southwest
YM and YWCA Teen Traveler's Camp program,
$200 paid on life membership to the
N.A.A.C.P.1962 Donations: $200 to Southwest Branch YM
and YWCA, $300 final payment for N.A.A.C.P.
life membership, $100 donated to Negro
family made homeless by fire at Christmas
season.1963 Donations: $200 to Southwest Branch YM
and YWCA, $300 donated to other worthy
charities in Newark, $250 spent in sick
and death benefits to members' families.1964 Bronze Shields donated $500 to New Leaguers',
Inc,, building for folding doors used to
make rooms out of large meeting room,
$200 to YM and YWCA Southwest Branch.1965 Bronze Shields donated $200 to Southwest
Branch of YM and YWCA. More than $500
donated to other worthy charitable societies
and individuals in the Negro community.
Reproduced from mimeographed report by the Bronze





--$200 to Southwest Branch of YM and YWCA,
$200 to Leaguers', Inc., $3,000 raised for
trust fund for children of Mr. and Mrs. David
DeVose who were brutally slain on the streets
of Newark.
--$1,000 donated to Fold Neighborhood House,
Friendly Neighborhood House, The Leaguers',
Inc., Southwest Branch YM and YWCA, and the
South Ward Boy's Club. $100 donated to Det.
F. Toto fund for an officer who was slain
during rioting. $100 also donated to the
Spellman Children's fund for the care of the
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